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1. INTRODUCTION 
It has recently been established [4, 7(b, c), 8(a-c), 9(a, b), 11, 12(b)] that 
many important power series identities arise as specializations of the 
denominator and character formulas for Euclidean Kac-Moody Lie algebras. 
These formulas also lead to many interesting new identities. 
In addition to the identities which have been proved using the theory of 
Kac-Moody Lie algebras, there are a number of other power series identities 
which are known to be related to Euclidean algebras, but for which complete 
Lie theoretic interpretations and proofs have not previously been found. The 
best known examples are the Rogers-Ramanujan identities: 
and 
(1.1) 
1 ~ qn2+n 
]-In>l(1--qSn-2)(1--qS"-3) =1+ ,=1 ( l - -q) . . .  (1- -q ' )"  (1.2) 
(See [l(c), Chap. 7] for the history of these identities.) 
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We now explain our remark that these identities are known to be related 
to Euclidean Lie algebras. Consider the Euclidean Lie algebra s/(2) ^ . (We 
refer the reader to Section 2, where we recall the necessary terminology and 
basic results concerning s/(2)^.) Let V be the standard s/(2)~-module with 
highest weight koh*+k~h*. In [9(b)], the "principally specialized 
character" z(V) of V is defined and computed and is found to have an 
infinite product expansion. In particular, it is shown that if k 0 = 1, k I = 2, 
then 
and if k o 
z( V) = F . 
= 0, kl = 3, then 
I-I.>~ (1 - qSn-1)(1 - -  qSn-4) (1.3) 
1 
z(V) = F.  ]~n~>l (1 -- qS"-/)(1 -- qS,-3), (1.4) 
where 
F_  1-[.>~1 (  _q2n- l )  • 
Thus, it is known that the product sides of the Rogers-Ramanujan iden- 
tities (hereafter called the RR identities) are obtained (by dividing by F) 
from formulas for the principally specialized characters of appropriate 
s/(2)^-modules. A complete Lie theoretic interpretation of these identities 
would require explanations (in terms of the structure of the module V) of the 
factor F and of the sum sides of the RR identities. 
In this paper we provide such explanations. We use results on the 
structure of s/(2) ^  developed in [10] (and recalled in Section 2). These 
results center around the discovery of an infinite-dimensional Heisenberg 
subalgebra s of sl(2) ^  compatible with the principal gradation. We call s the 
principal Heisenberg subalgebra. The essentially unique s-module generated 
by a "highest weight vector" (a nonzero vector annihilated by the "positive 
part" s + of s) has principally specialized character F. This fact leads in [10] 
to a construction of s/(2) ^ in terms of differential operators acting on a 
polynomial algebra in infinitely many variables via the "creation and 
annihilation operators" and the homogeneous components of an "exponential 
generating function." This construction is used in the present paper, as noted 
below. But s also serves two other purposes--to "explain" both the factor F 
in (1.3) and (1.4) and also the sum sides of(1.1) and (1.2): We show (in 
Section3) that for any standard s/(2) -module V, the space ~= 
{v E V] s + • v = 0} of highest weight vectors (or-"vacuum states") for s in V 
has the property that x(V) = F .  X(S2). Thus (for appropriate V) the product 
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sides of the RR identities give ,~(~). Furthermore, we define (in Section 4) a 
certain very natural filtration VE0 ] ~ V m ___ V[2 ~ __ ..- of V, the "s-filtration," 
which is compatible with the principal gradation (i.e., 11[, ] = ®g>o 1I[,] C3 I13). 
This induces a filtration .Or0 ] __ X?[1 j c X212 ] c ... of I2. Then 
z( )=z(aEo0+ O. (1.5) 
n) l  
We show that this gives the sum sides of the RR identities, i.e., that 
X(X2to]) = 1; if k o = 1, kl = 2, then 
qn2 
(1 -q ) . . .  (1 -q ' )  ' X( f f2 [ . ] /~[n-1] )  ~-" 
and if k o = 0, k 1 = 3, then 
qnZ+n 
Z("~lnl/"~[n-ll) = (1 - -  q). . .  (1 -- q')  " 
This gives the Lie theoretic interpretation and proof of the RR identities 
mentioned in the title• We call (1.5) the abstract RR identity for V. 
The computation of )~(O[,]/O[,_1] ) is difficult and has several steps• In 
Sections 5 and 6 we construct he subspace ,O c V by applying certain 
operators to a highest weight vector for V. 
The explicit computation of X(12[,]/£2[,_1] ) seems to require an explicit 
realization of O. We use two such realizations, both based on the 
construction of sl(2) ^  from [10]. The first (Section 7) is obtained by 
embedding V in a tensor product of copies of the modules V/(i = 0, 1) with 
highest weights h*. The second realization (Section9) is obtained by 
considering a certain proper subalgebra of sl(2) ^  which is isomorphic to 
sl(2) ^  and viewing V 1 as a module for this subalgebra. In each case, the 
explicit realization leads to a reduction (Sections 8 and 10) of the problem of 
computing Z(£2[,1/O[,_ 11) to the study of certain exponential functions• Thus, 
the proof of the identities is reduced to finding the dimensions of certain 
spaces of polynomials which occur as the homogeneous components of 
exponential generating functions. The necessary dimension computations (for 
which J. L. wishes to express his thanks to R. L. W.) are carried out in 
Section 11 to determine ;g(.c2~,]/I2[,_1] ) in the following cases: k0=0,  
k 1 = 1, 2, 3; k o = 1, k I = l ,  2. 
On the basis of this evidence (and the known form of the product sides of 
the identities) we state (in Section4) a conjecture on the value of 
X(-O[,]/~O[,_Ij ) for all I1. According to this conjecture, the associated abstract 
RR identities (1.5) will be known generalizations of the RR identities 
(obtained by Gordon [6], Andrews [l(a-c)], and Bressoud [3(a,b)]). (The 
identities for k 0 + k 1 ~< 2 are trivial.) 
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Our Lie theoretic interpretation (1.5) of the RR identities is perhaps more 
appealing than our proof of the identities, which is, to the best of our 
knowledge, the longest and most complicated known. Our proof does, 
however, have redeeming features. First, all but Section 11 takes place in a 
natural Lie theoretic framework. Second, our proof is based on exhibiting a 
common space .0 and on computing its principally specialized character in 
two different ways. Third, the sum side is interpreted as counting the 
dimensions of certain concrete spaces of polynomials defined by exponential 
generating functions predicted by Lie theory, starting from the product side. 
We thank V. G. Kac for stimulating conversations. We are also indebted 
to D. Bressoud for helpful comments on the preprint of this paper (see the 
note added in proof at the end of the paper). 
Notation 
C, C* and 7/ denote the sets of complex numbers, nonzero complex 
numbers and integers, respectively. Lie algebras hall be over C. For a Lie 
algebra l, U(I) denotes the universal enveloping algebra of/. 
2. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND: THE LIE ALGEBRA sl(2) ^  
AND ITS STANDARD MODULES 
In this section we will describe the Euclidean Lie algebra s/(2) ^ . We will 
not discuss the definition of sl(2) ^  in terms of generators and relations (for 
such a discussion, and a general treatment of Kac-Moody Lie algebras, see 
[5, 7(a,c), 12(a)]). Instead, we will describe sl(2) ^  using the basis and 
realization given in [10]. 
Let Z be the polynomial algebra C[xl, x 3, x s .... ] on the infinitely many 
variables x l ,  x3, xs ..... and let 2 be the formal power series algebra 
C [Ix x, x 3, x s .... ]]. Give Z the structure of a graded algebra by setting degree 
x l=- i  for i > 0, /odd. Then Z= 0)j>0 Z- i  and 2= I~ :>oZ_ j ,  where Z 1 
denotes the/th homogeneous subspace of Z. For ~ E C*, let X(~) denote the 
operator 
1 4~- ix i  
---~-exp (~ i )exp( - -~ iS - -~)  
from Z to 2 (where we identify a~2 with the operator which is 
multiplication by a, and where i ranges over all the positive odd integers). 
Then X(~)= Y~:~z ~JX:, where Xj is defined to be the jth homogeneous 
component (in the obvious sense) of the operator X(1). For i > 0, odd, define 
i c~ 
Bi=- - - -  
2 c~x i 
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and 
B_ i = 2x i. 
Let z denote 1, the identity operator. Then we have: 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [10]. The operators Xj, j C Z; B i and B_i, i > O, i C 
2Z + 1; and z form a basis of a Lie subalgebra of End Z. Furthermore, 
[Bj, BI] =jt~j,_lZ if f i l e  2Z + 1, 
[Bj,Xi]=2Xj+ t /f j@2[+l ,  l@77, 
[X j ,X l ]  ~-- ( -1) J jz  if j+  l=O, 
=0 if j+ I~2Z,  j+ l¢O,  
=--2(-1) JBj+l  /f j+ IC2Z+I .  
We denote this Lie algebra by sl(2) ^  or ~. The basis elements B i, B_ i and 
Xj have operator degrees (on Z) equal to their subscripts, and z has operator 
degree 0. The resulting gradation 
jeZ 
is a Lie algebra gradation of ~ called the principal gradation. A subspace of 
is (principally) graded if it is the direct sum of its intersections with the ~j. 
Let s be the graded subalgebra of ~ spanned by z and the B ±i, and let s + 
(resp.,s-) be the graded abelian subalgebra of s spanned by the B i 
(resp.,B_i). Then s is an infinite-dimensional Heisenberg subalgebra of 
called the principal Heisenberg subalgebra. The center of s is Cz, and 
s -s -®Cz®s +. 
Let p be the subalgebra Cz ® s + of s. Then Z is easily seen to be irreducible 
under s and to be isomorphic as an s-module to the induced s-module 
U(s) Qu(p) C • 1, 
where p acts on the constant function 1 E Z in the natural way (z fixes 1 and 
s + annihilates 1). 
Set h - -g0=Cz®CXo,  n=Qj>og j ,  and n -=®j>og_ j .  These are 
subalgebras of g, and 
~=n-Qh@n.  
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Define 
h o = 1 Z _ Xo ,  
h I = ~z + Xo ,  
a basis of h, and let h*, h* ~ h* be the corresponding dual basis. Let k0, 
k~ ~ Z, k 0, k I ~ 0 and set 2 = koho* + klh*. The standard ~-module V with 
highest weight 2 (as defined in [7(b)]) is the unique irreducible module 
generated by an element v o (called the highest weight vector, unique up to 
nonzero scalar multiple) satisfying hv o = 2(h)v 0 for h ~ h and n.v  o = O. 
Note that V = U(n-) .  v o. 
Following [4], we define the level of V to be the nonnegative integer 
k o + k I . Since z is central in ~ and z -- h o + h i ,  _z acts on V as multiplication 
by the level of V. The two standard modules of level 1 are called the 
fundamental (or basic) modules and may be described as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.2 [10]. Z, with the action of ~ given above, is the 
(fundamental) standard module with highest weight h*. Z, with the action of 
given by z = 1, B t = (i/2)(O/Sxi), B_ i = 2xt, X i = coefficient of ~ j in 
1 4~- tx i
+-~-exp (~ i ) exp ( -  ~ , ;  ~-~) 
(i ranging through the positive odd integers), is the fundamental module with 
highest weight h*. 
Remark. For the second half of this result, one copies the proof in [10]; 
the only change is the sign in formula (5.4). of [10]. 
The action of s on both fundamental modules is irreducible and agrees 
with the action of s on Z described above. 
The principal gradation of ~ induces in the natural way the gradation, also 
called principal, 
= ® u( )j 
j~z  
of  U(~). Let V be the standard ~-module with highest weight 2 and highest 
weight vector v 0. There is a direct sum decomposition 
v=®vj, 
j~Z 
where 
vj = u( )j • Vo. 
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This is called the principal gradation of V. Note that v o has principal 
degree O; that 
u(g)j, v~ ~ vj+k 
for all j, k E Z; that each Vj is finite dimensional; and that Vj 
so that we may write 
V=Q V_j. 
j>o 
=0 for j>  0, 
For both of the fundamental modules V (see Proposition 2.2), 
V_ i = Z_ i 
for all j >/0, i.e., the principal gradation agrees with the gradation of Z. 
Let q be an indeterminate, and consider the formal power series ring 
Z[[q]]. Let V be a standard module, and let W be a (principally) graded 
subspace of V, i.e., 
where 
W=@ W j, 
j~>0 
W j = W(-~ V_ j .  
The (principally specialized) character z(W) of W is the power series 
x(W) = ~' (dim W_j) qJ E Z[[q]]. 
j~0 
If U is a graded subspace of W, W/U has an obvious gradation, and we 
extend the notion of character to this situation. We have 
;~(W/U) = ~ (dim(W /U_j)) qJ. 
j~o 
The characters of the standard modules are as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.3 
k I >/O. Let 
[9(b)]. Let 2=koh*+k~h* , with ko, klET/,  k0, 
F= ]~ (1--q2n-') -'. 
n) l  
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Then 
z(V) =F"  F[ (1 -q" )  ' ~ (1- -q")  ~I ( l - -q" )  1-[ 
n) l  tt~l n~>l n>/1 
n=--O n~ko+ 1 n~kl+ 1 
=F.  1~ (1-- qn) -1 if ko--/=k 1 
n~>l 
n~0,+(ko+ 1)
=F.  I ]  (1 - -q ' ) -~  ~[ (1 - -q ' )  if k o=k~, 
n/>l n/>l 
n~O,ko+ 1 n~ko+ 1 
(1 -q ' )  
where all the congruences are mod(k0+k 1 + 2). This expression is 
symmetric in k o and k I . I f2  = O, then x(V) = 1. I f  V is fundamental (i.e., of 
level 1), then x (V)=F.  I f  k o = k 1 = 1, then 
z (V)=F.  If[ (1 +qZn 1). (2.1) 
n~l 
I f  k o = O, k I = 2, then 
z (V)=F"  I~  (1 -q4n-2)  -1" (2.2)  
n>l 
The level 3 modules have characters given by (1.3) and (1.4). 
Remark. For k 0 + k 1 odd and />3, these expressions are F times the 
Product sides of the generalized RR identities due to Gordon [6] (cf. [l(c), 
Theorem 7.5]). For k 0 +k~--_-0 (rood4) and >/4, they are F times the 
product sides of certain identities due to Andrews [l(a,b), l(c), p. 117, 
Ex. 8]. (The identity for k 0 = 1, k 1 = 3 is Euler's theorem that the number of 
partitions of n into odd parts equals the number of partitions of n into 
distinct parts.) For k 0 + k 1 = 2 (rood 4), they are F times the product sides 
of identities due to Bressoud [3]. (The identity for ko=0,  k 1 = 2 again 
amounts, to Euler's theorem.) Bressoud [3] gives a unified statement of all 
these identities. 
3. COMPLETE REDUCIBILITY OF THE STANDARD MODULES UNDER S 
Let V be a standard ffmodule of level k > O. Then z acts as multiplication 
by kon  V. Let 
~={v~g[s  + • v=O}, 
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view .0 as a p-submodule of V, and form the induced s-module U(s) ®utp) O. 
The map 
f :  U(s) ®v~p) 0 ~ V 
u®w~--~u.m 
(u C U(s), co ~ O) is a well-defined s-module map. We shall prove below: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The map f is an s-module isomorphism. 
Let C k be the one-dimensional p-module on which z acts as the scalar k 
and s + acts as zero. Define the induced s-module 
M(k) = U(s) ®v<p) Ck. 
We know that M(k) is naturally isomorphic to U(s - )=S(s - )  (the 
symmetric algebra of s - )  as an s--module, with s-  acting by multiplication 
on S(s-),  which may be viewed as the polynomial algebra in the infinitely 
many variables B l, B 3 ..... It is well known that M(k) is irreducible and 
that the action of B~,B 3 .... on M(k) can be realized by suitable scalar 
multiples of the partial differentiations with respect o the variables B 1, 
B 3 ..... From Proposition 3.1, we thus have: 
COROLLARY 3.2. V is completely reducible under s and is a direct sum 
of copies of the single irreducible s-module M(k). For any basis {coi }i~i (I an 
index set) of t2, V is the direct sum 
V= ® U(s-)®Ccoi. 
i~l  
From this we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. ~ is a principally graded subspaee of V, and 
2'(V)= I~ (1 -q  2"-a) 1Z(ff2)=V'x(ff2)" 
n>/l 
Proof. The first assertion follows from the fact that ,Q is the annihilator 
in V of the graded subalgebra s + of ~. For the second assertion, choose {coi} 
to be a basis of ,O homogeneous with respect o the principal grading, ~nd 
apply Corollary 3.2. 1 
Proposition 3.1 is an algebraic analogue of the Stone-Von Neumann 
Theorem for reducible representations of a Heisenberg roup. This algebraic 
analogue is presumably known, but we give our proof. It is natural to work 
in the following general setting: 
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Let t be a Heisenberg Lie algebra with basis {ti}~ z and the following 
structure constants: 
[to, t~] =0 ( i6 Z), 
[q, t_j] = ~iCito (i, j > 0), 
where the c i C C*. Let t ÷ denote the abelian subalgebra spanned by {ti}i>0, 
t -  the abelian subalgebra spanned by {ti}i< o and q the subalgebra Ct 0 Q t ÷. 
For IE  C*, let C t be the one-dimensional q-module on which t o acts as 
the scalar I and t ÷ acts as zero. Let M(I) be the induced t-module 
M( I )= U( t )®v~C t. 
Then M(l) is naturally isomorphic to U( t - )  = S( t - )  as a t--module, with t -  
acting by multiplication on S(t - ) .  Moreover, M(1) is t-irreducible, since in 
fact M(l) has the following standard realization: Let Y be the polynomial 
algebra C [Yl, Y2 .... ]. Define a multi-index/~ to be a sequence ~t(1),/z(2) .... of 
nonnegative integers with only finitely many nonzero. For a multi-index p, 
define 
and 
t~_ ~--- tu(1)t~t(2) 
"1 "2 " ' "  C U(t+), 
t ~ _ = t~_(1)t~_ ¢2h.. E U(t-) ,  
y~t 1,U(1)1,~(2 ) . .  ~ y .  
~--- ) '1 2'2 " 
Then the correspondence t ~- ~ yU identifies M(l) with Y in such a way that 
t o acts as the scalar l, t_ t acts as multiplication by Yi and t i acts as c i O/8Yi 
for all i > 0. 
Let ~ be the category of all t-modules M such that t o acts as the scalar l 
on M and for all m @ M, t~ . m = 0 for all but finitely many multi-indices ~z. 
A nonzero vector m E M is called a t-highest weight vector if t ÷ • m -- 0. 
The t-highest weight space of M is the space consisting of its t-highest weight 
vectors and 0. The following lemmas are straightforward: 
LEMMA 3.4. Every nonzero module in ~ has a t-highest weight vector. 
LEMMA 3.5. M(1) E ~l, 1 (~ 1 E M(l) is a t-highest weight vector and it 
spans the t-highest weight space. For M E ~t, the t-submodule generated by 
any t-highest weight vector is isomorphic to M(l). In particular, M(l) is the 
unique irreducible module in ~,  up to isomorphism. 
We now establish the following result, which proves Propositions 3.1" 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. Let ME ~ll and let £2 be the t-highest weight space 
of  M. The map 
f: U(t) ®uCq) £2 ---, M, 
u ® co t--~ u . co 
(u C U(t), co C O) is well defined and is a t-module isomorphism. In 
particular, M is semisimple and is a direct sum of  copies of  M(I). 
Proof. First, f is injective. In fact, let K be the kernel o f f .  Then K C 
and so K has a highest weight vector v (Lemma 3.4). Then v E O, since .O is 
the t-highest weight space of U(t) ®vcq) X2 (Lemma 3.5). But this contradicts 
the injectivity o f f  on O. 
Also, f is surjective. To see this, suppose that M/ Imf - - / :  O. Then 
M/ Im f E ~ and contrains a t-highest weight vector x. Let m be a represen- 
tative of x in M. Then m ~ Im f ,  ti • m C Im f for all i > 0, and there exists 
N > 0 such that ti • m -- 0 for all i > N. It is sufficient to produce q ~ Im f 
such that t i • q = t i • m for all i > 0, since m - q will then be t-highest weight 
vector not in f2, a contradiction. Choose a basis toot} of 12, F being an index 
set, and note that 
Im f = (~ U(t) (~)U(q) C(-°7, 
by the injectivity o f f .  For each i > 0 and 7 E F, let siy be the component of 
t i • m in U(t) ®Ccor  with respect o this decomposition. Then for all i, j > 0 
and Y E F, t i • sjr = tj • sir and siy= 0 for i > N. Moreover, there is a finite 
subset F 0 ___ F such that s i r= 0 unless 7 E F 0 and i ~< N. If we can find qyC 
U(t) ® Co% such that t i • qr = sir for all i > 0 and 7 E F 0, then we can take 
q = ~y~roq~, and we will be done. Fix y ~ F0, and identify U(t) ® Co%_~ 
M(1) with its standard realization Y (see above). Let pi = c 7 Isi~ for all i > 0, 
and observe that cicjt3pJOyi=cicjc3pi/Oy J for all i , j>0 ,  and p i=O for 
i>N.  Thus, p~ ..... pN~C[y~ ..... YN] and cgpJc3yt=c3pi/~y j for all i, j E  
{1 ..... N}. It is standard that there exists p~C[y~ ..... YN] such that 
c~P/c3Yi = Pi for all i = 1 ..... N. Hence we make take q~ = p. II 
4. THE ABSTRACT RR IDENTITY FOR V AND THE CONJECTURE 
Let V be a standard ~-module with highest weight vector v o . We define the 
s-filtration of  V 
o = v t_~ _c VEo ~ _c vll~ _~ - - .  _~ v 
60V/45/1-3 
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as follows: For all n ~> 0, Vl, ] is the span of all the expressions x~ -.- xj- v0, 
j ~ O, where each x t E ~ and at most n of the x I lie outside s. Each VI, J is 
principally graded since we may choose the x I in the definition to be 
elements of the homogeneous basis {Bk,Xi, z} of ~. Since we also have V= 
U, Yr.1. 
z(v)= Z(VE,]/VE,_ll). 
n/>0 
Each V[,] is an s-submodule of V, and ~ • V[,] ~ Vt,+u for all n. 
Recall the subspace £2 of V from Section 3. For n >t -1 ,  define 
£2[,] = £2 ~ V~. l• 
Then each £2[,] is principally graded, and 
0 : £2[_~] ~ £2[o] c_ £2[~] c_ ... ___£2 
is a filtration of £2 such that £2 = U~ £2[,]. Hence: 
PROPOSmON 4.1 (the abstract RR identity for V). We have 
Z(£2)= E •(£2[n]/£2[n-1])" 
n>~O 
The reason for the designation is that for V of level 3, X(£2) is the product 
side of one of the two RR identities (1.1) and (1.2) (see Section2 and 
Proposition 3.3), while the sum side of the formula in Proposition 4.1 turns 
out to agree with the sum side of the relevant RR identity. This will be 
established in this paper. For V arbitrary of level > 1, ;~(£2) is the product 
side of a known generalized RR identity (see Section 2 and Proposition 3.3). 
From Bressoud's tatement [3] of the sum sides of these identities, together 
with the case k 0 = k~ = 1 (for which the corresponding identity turns out to 
be trivial), we state: 
Conjecture 4.2. Let V be a standard sl(2)^-module with highest weight 
koho* + klh*, where 0 ~< k 0 ~< kl, k0, k s E 2[. Assume that the level k= 
k 0 + k~ of V is positive. Let j=  0 if k is even, j=  1 if k is odd. Let t= 
[k/2] + 1. Then for all n ~ 0, 
Z(£2[,]/,.0[,_11) = .~ C,.,(ko, kl) q', 
l~O 
where Cn,t(ko, k l )  denotes the number of partitions d I + .. .  + d, of l such 
that O<di~di+l ;  di-t-2~di+t_l;  if d i+t_2~di+l ,  then d i+. . .+  
di+t_ 2 - k o (rood 2 - j); and at most k o of the d~. = 1. 
In this paper, we will give concrete descriptions of the spaces £2[,] for all 
II, and using these, we will prove: 
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THEOREM 4.3. Conjecture 4.2 is valid for V of level <~3. 
Remarks. (1) In proving this, we will not assume the validity of the 
RR identities and their analogues for V of level 2, and so we obtain 
independent, Lie theoretic proofs of them. We could, in fact, establish 
Conjecture 4.2 in more cases by assuming the truth of the corresponding 
(known) identities. 
(2) Note that C,a(0, 3) is the number of partitions of I into n parts 
where each part is > 1 and the difference between any two parts is at least 
two, and it is well known that 
Z Cn,l(O' 3) q '= q'2+'/(1 -- q ) " "  (1 -- q'). 
l)O 
Similarly, C,.t(1, 2) is the number of partitions of l into n parts where each 
part is >0 and the difference between any two parts is at least two. Here 
C,,t(1, 2) q' = q"2/(1 - q) . . .  (1 - q'). 
l>~O 
Thus, in particular, Theorem 4.3 proves that the abstract RR identities for 
the level 3 modules are the classical RR identities (1.1) and (1.2). 
(3) C,,,t(O, 2) is the number of partitions of l into exactly n distinct 
even parts. Thus, in view of (2.2), the associated abstract RR identity states 
that the number of partitions of l into parts congruent to 2 mod 4 equals the 
number of partitions of l into distinct even parts. This is Euler's theorem (as 
we see by dividing by 2). C,,l(1, 1) is the number of partitions of l into 
exactly n distinct odd parts. Thus, in view of (2.1), the associated abstract 
RR identity is a tautology. 
We shall need the following information about the s-filtration: " 
PROPOSITION 4.4. For all n >/O, Vt, 1 is the span of all the expressions 
Yl "" Yj • v0, J >1 O, where each Yl E n -  (see Section 2) and at most n of the 
Yl lie outside s -  (or equivalently, outside s). 
Proof. Let V~, 1 be the space defined here. Then V(,] ~_ V[n 1. Conversely, 
VE, ] is spanned by the expressions Xl ... x j .  Vo, j> / O, where each x t is one of 
the elements Bk, X i or z, and at most n of the x[s are X~'s. By interchanging 
adjacent x[s and using the fact that s is a subalgebra, we can assume that 
the x[s in n -  lie to the left of the Xl'S in h @ n. Since the latter xt's preserve 
Cvo, we see that V[,~ _ V(, I. | 
Remark. Let b be a Lie algebra over a field, a a subalgebra, nd W a b- 
module generated by a subset Q. Define the a-filtration of W 
0 = W[_I]  c ~zV[o ] c~ W[1] c .. .  c~ W 
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so that for all n >/0, Wtn] is the span of all the expressions x~ . . .x j .  q, 
where q ~ Q, j >/0, each x t E b, and at most n of the x t lie outside a. Now let 
e be a subalgebra of b, and suppose that b - -e  + d and that a= aNe + 
and,  where d={x~blx .  Qc_spanQ}. Then Q generates W as a e- 
module, and the proof of Proposition 4.4 shows that the a-filtration of W is 
the same as the aN e-filtration of W (regarded as a e-module). This 
generalizes the above situation according to the dictionary b = ~, a = s, 
W= V, Q= {v0}, e =n- .  The general situation also points out the close 
analogy between the s-filtration and a certain commonly considered filtration 
of a module: If we take a = 0, then the a-filtration of W is the filtration 
0_  U(b)0. Q ~_ U(b)~. O c . . .  _ W, 
where {U(b)n } is the usual filtration of U(b). 
5. THE OPERATORS X(~) AND E-(if) 
We have explained the importance of studying the space f2 c V. For this 
study, we want to construct operators on V which commute with B i for 
i > 0, i odd. Such operators preserve .O, and we construct enough of them in 
this and the next section to span O by applying them to the highest weight 
vector of V. To carry out this construction, we first define (in this section) 
the "completion," C(V), of V (cf. Section2) and construct (for ~C*)  
certain operators X(~) and E-(¢) from domains (containing V) in C(V) to 
C(V). In Section 6 we will show that under certain conditions, products of 
the form E-(~,)  E - (¢n_ l ) . . .  E-(¢I)  X(¢n) X(~_I)  ... X(~) can be defined 
and that the images of the highest weight vector of V under the various 
homogeneous components of such operators pan .O. It is interesting to note 
that while the constructions of X(Q and E-(¢)  are "purely algebraic," the 
construction of the products X(¢,)X(~,_ 1) "" X(~I) requires the use of limits 
in C. 
Let P=Qj~zPj be a graded vector space. (All gradings will be 7/- 
gradings.) Define C(P) (C for "completion") to be the vector space 
C(P) = 1] e~. 
jez 
For p E C(P) and j E 7/, let pj denote the component of p in Pj, and write 
p = Y~.j.~g pj. For n @ 2 z, define 
ca(P) = H PJ ~ C(P). 
j<n 
Let Q be a graded subspace of P. Then we may identify C(Q) with 
{q c c(P) l qj e Q for all j Z }. 
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Let R be a graded vector space such that R acts on P (i.e., there is a 
bilinear map (r, p) ~-+ r • p of R X P ~ P such that R l • Pm ~ Pl+rn for all 
/, m E 7/.) Assume that each Pj is finite dimensional. Let rE  C(R) and 
p E C(P). We say that r .  p is defined (or thatp  is in the domain of r) if for 
all t E 7/, )~j~z rj • P t - j  is an absolutely convergent series in Pt, with respect 
to any norm on Pt .  (This is an unambiguous notion because of the finite 
dimensionality of P r )  In this case, the order of summation is irrelevant, and 
we define r .  p to be the element of C(P) such that 
( r .  p)t  = ~, ri. Pt_ j (5.1) 
jel_ 
for all t E Z. Thus, 
r.  p= • • rj. Pt_ J. (5.2) 
t~Z j~Z 
For a fixed rE  C(R), the domain of r is a subspace of C(P), and the map 
p ~ r • p is a linear transformation from this subspace into C(P). 
We now note that in certain special cases (which will occur repeatedly), 
the sum in (5.1) is finite and hence converges absolutely. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let P and R be graded vector spaces with R acting on P 
and each Pt, t E Z, finite dimensional. 
(a) Let l, m E Z, r E Ct(R), p E Cm(P). Then r.  p is defined. 
(b) Let r E R, p E C(P). Then r.  p is defined. 
(c) Let r E C(R), p E P. Then r .  p is defined. 
l Proof To prove (a),. note that ~j~z r j ' P t - j=  ~=t -m r j ' P t - j ,  which 
is finite. 
Since r E R and p E P each have only finitely many nonzero components, 
both (b) and (c) are obvious, l 
Now assume that R is a (Y-) graded Lie algebra, that P is a graded R- 
module, and that R t and Pt are finite dimensional for every l E 7/. Note that 
R acts on itself via the adjoint representation and thus if r, s E C(R), the 
expression "[r, s] is defined" may be interpreted as above. Letp E C(P). Our 
next lemma gives conditions under which [r, s ] .  p and the commutator t .  
(s • p ) -  s • (r .  p) can be identified. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let R be a graded Lie algebra and P a graded R-module. 
Assume that R t and Pt are finite dimensional for every l E Z. Let r, s E C(R ) 
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and p ~ C(P). Suppose that r. p, s • p, and [r, s] are defined, and that for 
all n E Z, two of the following three double sums are absolutely convergent: 
rt" (sin" P~-t-m), 
l,rneZ 
E Sin" (rl" Pn-l-m), 
l,rn~ z
E [rl'Sm] " Pn-l-m" 
l,rtlEZ 
Then r . ( s .p ) ,  s , ( r .p )  and [ r , s ] .p  are defined, and [ r , s ] .p=r .  
(s. p ) - s .  (r. p). 
Proof. All three double sums are absolutely convergent, and the third is 
the difference of the first two. For all t@Z, the series Y~l~[rl, st_~] 
converges absolutely to [r,s]t, and so for all j~Z,  the series 
Y~,tsz ([rt, St- l ]  " Pj) converges absolutely to Jr, s]t. pj, since w ~-* w. pj is 
a continuous linear operator from the finite-dimensional space R t to the 
finite-dimensional space Pt+j" Thus, for all n E ~, 
~' [ r ' s ] t 'Pn- t= ~ (t~z [rl'st-']" Pn-t) 
t¢~ t~Z 
= E [r, ,s,_tl .pn_, 
t,lcZ 
= E [r,,Sm]. p._,_,., 
I,mEZ 
showing that [r, s] • p is defined. Similarly, we see that r .  (s • p) and s • 
(r. p) are defined, and [ r , s ] .p  = r. (s. p ) - s .  (r. p). | 
We will apply these definitions and results to the graded vector spaces 
(=sl(2)'), U(~) and V (a standard ~-module). Since V----- Oj>~0 V_j we have 
C(V) = C°(V), and so we have the following corollary of Lemma 5.1 (a): 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let l ~ /7, U ~ cl(u(g)) ,  and v E C(V). Then u. v is 
defined. In particular, if x E ct(~), then x .  v is defined. 
Now let ~ C C* and define 
x(o = ~ CJxj ~ c(D. 
j cz  
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LEMMA 5.4. For C E C* and i E Z, i odd, [Bi, X(~)] is defined, and 
[B,, x(¢)] = 2¢- 'xg) .  
Proof [Bi,X(¢)] is defined by Lemma 5.1(b), and 
[B ; ,X (0]  = CJ[B,,Xj] 
j ez  
=2 Z CJXi+j 
dez 
=2 Z Ct-JX t 
= 2¢-'X(¢). I 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let iEZ ,  i odd, (CC*  and vEC(V) .  I f  X (¢) .v  is 
defined, then so are B i • X(~) • v and X(¢) .  B i • v. Furthermore, 
B i • X (Q.  v - -X (O.  B i • v = 2~-iX(¢) • v. 
Proof By Lemma5.1(b), B~.v  is defined, and by Lemma5.4, 
[B t, X(¢)] = 2~-~X(¢) is defined. As B i has only one nonzero component, the 
double sums giving the components of B i • X(¢) .  v and [B i, X(Q] • v reduce 
to single sums, and these converge absolutely since X(Q • v is defined. Thus, 
the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2 are satisfied and so we have the desired 
conclusion. 1 
Now let V have level k and assume that k > 0. Recall that z acts as the 
scalar k on V. 
LEMMA 5.6. For odd j > O, let aj E C. Then 
E-=exp (j>~o (a jk j )B_ j )@ C°(U(~)) 
jodd 
is defined on all of  C(V), and for i > 0, i odd, we have 
[Bt, E -  ] =a iE -  
in End(C(V)). 
Proof E -E  C°(U(~)), so by Lemma5.1(a), E - .  v is defined for all 
v C C(V), i.e., E -  E End(C(V)). Now let D-  = Y~j>0aodd (aJkj) B i and 
v E C(V). Then 
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[Bi, E -  ] • v= [Bi, D - ]E -  • v 
= ~. [B i, (aj/kj) B_i] E - .  v 
j>0 
jodd 
= (adki) i zE -  . v 
=a iE -  • v. I 
Now let ff E C * and define 
E-(ff)=exp (~ (-2~-J/kj)B_i) C C°(U(~)). 
j>0 
jodd 
COROLLARY 5.7. E- (¢ )  is defined on all o f  C(V), and fo r  i > O, i odd, 
[Bi, E - (Q] = --2~-;E - (~) 
in End(C(V)). 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let  ~ C C*, v C C( V), and i > O, i odd. Assume that v 
lies in the domain of  X(() ,  so that E - (~)X( ( ) .  v is defined. Then B i • 
E - ( ( )X ( ( ) .v  and E - (~)X(Q.B i .v  are both defined, and B i .  
E - (Q  X(~) • v =E-(~)X(Q.  B i • v. Consequently, i f  in addition v ~ C(f2), 
then E - (Q  X( ( )  . v E C(f2). In particular, 
E- (~)x(~)  • ~2 =_ c (n ) .  
Proof. B i • E (~)X(~). v is defined by Lemma 5.1(b), and B i • E - (Q .  
x(~) .  v = E -  (~). B i .  X(~). v - 2~- rE -  (~). X(~).  v (by Corollary 5.7) = 
E- ( ( )  . X( ( )  . B i . v (by Corollary 5.5). I 
Since C(t2) is identified with 
{w ~ c(v) I Bi • wj = 0 for all i > 0, i odd and al l j  @ Z } 
: {w ~ C(V) I Bi" w : 0 for all i > 0, i odd}, 
we have E (~) X(~). v E C(D) if v E C(D). 
6. THE SPACE if2. 
In this section we wil construct he space .Q using the operators X(~) and 
E -  (Q. Our main results are that if ~ ..... ~n E C* satisfy I~n [ < I ~n- ~l < "'" < 
[~1[ and v E V, then E-(~n) E- (~n_l )  ... E - (~I )  X(~,) X (~_ I )  ... X (~0.  v 
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is defined and that modulo C-re(V) (for any m >~0), C(12) is spanned by 
such elements, where v is a highest weight vector for V. We also show 
(although it is not necessary for the sequel) that the subalgebra of End(V) 
generated by the homogeeous components of the above operators 
E-(¢,) ... X(~) acts irreducibly on 12. 
For ~ ~ C*, we set 
B + (0 = Y' ~J~j, 
j>0 
jodd 
B- (0= ~ ~-JB_~, 
j>0 
jodd 
x+(o= Z ~xj, 
j~>o 
and 
x- (0  = ~ Ux_ j  
j>o 
in C(~). Note that X(Q = X-  (if) + X + (~). 
LEMMA 6.1. Let  ~,CEC* with I~l < ICl. Then in C(~), 
¢C(~ 2 + C 2) 
[B+(~),B-(~)] = (~2 _~2)z z, 
2 
[X+ (0, X-(~)] = (~ + C)---mr z -U+--~ (r'B + (0 + ~- (0 ) ,  
[x+(o,~-(~)] = _ x+(0+ e_.x-(~)-~-~(-~)x-(-4) 
-~_-¢ ~ (x+(o + x-(c)) + ~ (x + (0 + x- (-¢)), 
1 1 2~C 
[B+(0, X - (C) ] -  - ~ ¢X+ (0 - ,-=-7:(-0 X+ ( -0  X-(C) (2 ~ ~2 
- 
(In particular, these brackets are defined.) Moreover, let v E C(V), and 
suppose that B + (0  • v and Y + (~) • v (and thus X + ( -Q  . v) are defined. Let  
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Z+(~) denote either B+(() or X+(~), and let Z- (~)  denote either B-(~) or 
X -  (~). Then 
[Z+(~),Z-(~)] . v =Z+(f f ) .  Z - (~) .  v -Z - (~) .  Z+({).  v, (6.1) 
all three terms being defined. 
Proof. In this proof, the indices l and m will always range through the 
positive odd integers. 
The following computation shows that [B + ({), B-(~)] is defined, and also 
determines its value: 
[B+(ff)'B-(~)] = [~t ~tBl' Zm ~-rnB-m] 
= ~ ~'~-'[B,, B_~] 
l 
= 2 l(¢/¢)lz 
l 
= (~(~ + ~) / (~ - ~)~)z, 
since for rEC ,  Ir[ < 1, 
lr l = r(r 2 + 1) 
t (--~ LS-1 ~ , (6.2) 
an absolutely convergent series. (To prove (6.2), one can for example 
differentiate the geometric series Y~t rt.) For arbitrary n ~ Y, the double sum 
~, [B+(¢)t,B-(~)_m] " Vn_,+m 
l,m 
collapses to the single sum 
~t~-l[/~ l, B_t] • v., 
I 
and is absolutely convergent by the above. Since B + (~) • v is assumed to be 
defined, the double sum associated with each homogeneous component of 
B - (~) .  (B+(~). v) is absolutely convergent. Thus, all the hypotheses of 
Lemma 5.2 are satisfied, and so (6.1) holds for B+(~) and B-(~). 
Next, using the brackets [Xi,X_j] (see Proposition2.1), we get the 
existence and value of 
= ~ x~, F, U:x_~ 
j>0  
= Y~ ~'¢-'[x,,x_,] +X Y' ~'¢'-'[x,,x,_,l 
i>0  l i>l 
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+ Z ¢'¢''Ix,,x,,l 
l i~O 
-- ~, (--1)' i(E/¢)'z - 2 ~ ~ (-1)"(~/¢) i CtB, 
i>0 1 i>l 
-- 2 Z Z (--1) i(E/¢)` ¢-t B - I  
I i~O 
: __~¢(ff _~_ ¢ ) -2  Z - -  2 Z (~/¢)l+1((~/¢) .~_ 1) -1  ¢lnl 
1 
-- 2 ~, ((~/¢) + 1) -1 ~-'B_ t 
l 
= _¢¢({ + ¢)-2 z -- 2¢(¢ + ¢)-1 B + (Q -- 2¢(¢ + ¢) - -1 B - (¢),  
using the absolutely convergent summations 
r r ~+1 1 
Z i(--r)'-- (r+ 1) z' Z (--r)"-- and Z (--r)/- i>o i>z r + 1 r + 1 i~>0 
for r E C, I r l < 1. (For the second, recall that l is odd.) Let n E 7/, and 
choose a norm I[" II on v..  Then 
Z II[Y+(~)i,x-(~)-J] " v.-,+ill 
i~0 
j>0 
IEI ~ I~1 - j  II[X.S_j]. v._~+jl l  
i>0 
j>o 
Z i1~/¢1' IIz. v.II + 2~ ~ I~/¢1 i I I ¢ lB l  • v._,l[ 
i>0 1 i>l 
+ 2~ ~ I~/¢1'11¢-'B_,. v.+,ll 
l i~0 
I¢¢1 (1¢1- I¢1) -2 IIz. v.II + 2~ 1ff/¢1,+1(1 -I~/¢1) -1 II¢lBt. v._,ll 
I 
+ 2 ~ (1 -- I if/el)--1 II ~-lB- l "  v.+,ll 
1 
I¢¢1 (Ill 
+21¢1 
-I~1) ~2 IIz. v.II + 2 I~1 (1~1- I~I)-IX I[~%" v._,ll 
l 
(1¢1- ICI)-I ~ 11 ¢-Zn-, • v.+,ll. 
l 
But the middle term is a convergent sum since B + (~) • v is defined, and the 
third term is a finite sum. Hence the double sum associated with each 
homogeneous component of [X + (~), X -  (~)] • v converges absolutely. Since 
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X+(~).  v is assumed defined, the double sum associated with each 
homogeneous component of X- (~)  • (X + (~). v) converges absolutely. Hence 
by Lemma 5.2, (6.1) is valid for X+(0  and X-(~).  
We turn now to [X+(~),B-(~)].  Using Proposition 2.1, we have: 
[x  + (¢), B -  (¢)] 
¢ ,, Z ¢- 'B_ ,  
: E l+j -I ~ ~ ~ [Xt+;,B-I] 
j>o l 
~- ~m (l~>~m ~l-m~-l[Xl-m'n-l] + l~>m ~l-m-l~-l[Xl-m-l'n-']) 
= -2 ~ Z ¢/¢)' ¢;x; 
j>0 1 
+ 
= -2  ~ (¢/¢)(1 - (¢/¢)~)-' ~% - 2 ~ (¢ /¢)m0 -- (¢/¢)~)-1 ~-~X_m 
j>0 m 
+ (~/~)m+2(1 __ (ff/~)2)- 1 '.aY-m-lX-m-1) 
= 2~(¢2 __ ~2)--1 X+(~) qL 2~j(¢z _ {z) - ,  
X Z ( ~-m+lX-m -j- g-m-1 X_m_l) 
In 
x (¢(x-  (¢) - x -  (-¢)) + ¢(x- (¢) + x -  (-¢))) 
= 2¢{(¢2 _ ~2)-1 X+(~) + ~(¢_  ~)--1 X - (~)  --]- ~(¢ -Jl- ~)-1 X -  (--~) 
= ¢(¢ - ¢)-  ~(x + (¢) + x -  (¢)) + ¢(¢ + ¢) - ' (x  + (¢) + x -  ( -@.  
Let n ~ Z, and let II " U be a norm on V,. Then 
i)O;l 
II [ x+ (t;),, . -  (¢)_,] • v._i+,ll 
= ~ I¢1 ~ I~ l - ' l l [ x , ,B - , ] ,  ~.- , . IL  
i>O;l 
:2  2 I:/~t',:~x~.~°-,ll+ 22  m (2  I~/~L'll~-mX-m " ~°+~ql l>~rn j~O;l 
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+ ~ 14/¢1 t I[~-m-lX-m-1 " G+m+~]l) 
l>m 
= 214¢1 (1¢12 -1412) -1 ~ 11¢%.. v._jII 
j>O 
+ 2~ (lff/¢lm(1- 1ff/¢12) -1 II¢-mXm • v.+.,ll 
m 
+ I~/~lm+2( 1 --1¢/¢12) -1 II ¢-~-'x_~_, • Un+m_ l II), 
which converges because X +(0 .  v is assumed to be defined and the sum 
over m is finite. The double sums associated with B - (~) .  (X+(O • v) 
converge, again since X + (4) • v is defined, by hypothesis, and so (6.1) holds 
in this case. 
Finally, 
[B + (0, x -  (¢)] 
i>0 
= ~m (l~m ~l~m-l-l[Bl,Xm-l-l] + l~>m 4l~m-l[Bl,Xm-l]) 
+ Z E ~'¢-J-'W,,x_j_,] 
j>O l 
: 2 ~m (l~>/m (4/~)1 ~m-lXm-lAV l>mE (~/~)l ~mXm ) 
+ 2 ~, ~ (4/¢)' ¢-Jx_j 
j>O l 
: 2 Y~ ((4/~)m(1 - - (~/~)2)-1 ~m-lXm_l jr_ (~/~)m+2(1 __ (~/~)2)-1 ~mXm ) 
m 
+ 2 ~ (~/~)(1 - (~/~)2)-1 ~-SX_ s
j>0 
= _24(ffz _ ~2)-1 Z (~4m-lXm-1 q- 4m+lXm) -- 24~(¢ 2- ~2)-a X- (~)  
m 
= _¢(42 _ ¢2) 1(¢(x+ (4) + x + ( -0 )  + 4(x + (0  - x+ (-0)) 
_ 2{{({2 _ {2) - ,X - ({ )  
= --¢(4 --  ~) 1 X+ (~) + ¢(~ + ~)-1  X+ (_4)  _ 24~(~2 _ ~2) -1X- (~)  
= --ff(~ - -  ~) - I (X+ (~) + X-  (~)) + 4(4 + ~) -  l( X+ (--~) + X-  (~)). 
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For n E Z and II" [I a norm on v , ,  
II[B + (¢),, X-(ff)-~] • v~_,÷,ll 
i>0;I 
= 3 ~ I¢ ( l¢ l - ; [ l [B ,X_ , ] .v~_ ,÷, ] l  
i>0;l 
=2~ (l~>~m I~/~llJl~m-lXm_l .lJn_m+all + ~ I~/~llll~mXm 
l>m 
+ 2 ~ I~/¢1 t l IUX_J ,  v~÷jll 
j>O;/ 
-- 2 I¢/¢1 (1 -I¢/¢1z) -~ y' Ilem-'Xm_m. V._m+,l I 
m 
+ 2 I¢/¢1=(1 -I¢/¢1=) -~ ~ II~mXm •Vn_ml I 
m 
+ 2 [~¢1 (I l l : - I~l/) -1 ~ II ~-Jx_j .  v~÷jll. 
j>0 
• v. nil) 
The two sums over m converge because they are dominated by the nth 
absolutely convergent sum associated with X ÷ (~) • v (assumed defined), and 
the sum over j is finite. Hence the double sums for [B+(ff) ,X-(~)] • v 
converge absolutely, and since B ÷ (~) • v is defined, so do those for X - (~)  • 
(B+(Q • v). Thus, (6.1) again holds, and the lemma is established. I 
Now let W be a subspace of V such that (11 + n) • W_c Hr. (We have in 
mind W= V and W= Cv 0, where v 0 is a highest weight vector for V.) Let 
~E C*. For n E Z, n />0,  define W(")(~) to be the span in C(V) of all the 
elements of the form Z-(f i r)  . . . . .  Z - (~ I )  • w, where w C W, 0 ~< r ~< n, ~1 ..... 
fir ~(~* ,  JEll )> I~Z[ • "'" )> I¢r1~>1¢1, and each Z- (~. )  is either B-(~j)  or 
X-(~j). Note that W(°)(~) = W and that, for n/> 0, 
W~"+I)(~) = W~")(~)+ ~ (B-(v) W(")(I~)+X-(v) W~n)(p)). (6.3) 
lul > H,I~> Igl 
LEMMA 6.2. I f  ~, ~C* ,  I~1<1~1, n>/O, and vEW~")(~), then 
B+(~) • v and X+(~) • v are defined and belong to W~n)(~). 
Proof. Since (h + n) • W_~ IV, the result is true for n = 0. Assume the 
result holds some for n/> 0. In view of (6.3), to prove the result by induction 
it is sufficient to assume I~1 > Ivl>~l¢l, v~ w~")(u), and to prove that 
Z+(~) • Z - (v ) .  v is defined and belongs to W~n+l)(~) when Z+( f f )=B+(Q 
or X + (~) and Z-(v)  -~ B-(v) or X-(v). Now by the induction assumption we 
have that B+(~) .  v and X+(~) • v are defined. Thus, the hypotheses of 
Lemma 6.1 are satisfied, so Z+(~) • Z-(v)  • v is defined and equal to Z-(v)  • 
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Z+(~). v + [Z+(~),Z-(v)] .  v. By induction (and Corollary 5.3), the first 
summand is defined and contained in Z- (v ) .W(" )~)c_W("+~)(v )c  
W("+~)(~). By the explicit formula for the product [Z+(~), Z - (v ) ]  given in 
Lemma6.1,  we see that [Z+(~),Z-(v)] •v is a linear combination of the 
following terms: v, B+(~) • v, X+(+~) . v, B - (v )  . v, X - (+v)  . v. Using (6.3) 
and the induction assumption we see that all such terms are defined and 
belong to W("+~)(~). | 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let n > O, and ~1 ..... ~, ~ C* with I~,[ < "'" < [¢~1- Let 
W be a subspace of V satisfying (h + n) -  W~_ W, and let w C W. Then 
x(¢ . )  . . . . .  x (G) .  w is def ined and  X(¢ . )  . . . . .  X (G) .  w - X - ( l . )  . . . . .  
X- (G ) • w mod w(n-a)(¢n).  
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 5.1 for n = 1. Assume the result 
holds for n - - l ,  n> 1. Then X(~,_I)  . . . . .  X(~l ) .W is defined and 
=X- (~,_ I )  . . . . .  X - (~ I )  • w mod W("-2)(~,_1). Hence X(¢,_1) . . . . .  
X(¢~) .wC W(~-u(~,_ O. Now, by Lemma 6.2, X+(~n).X(~n_O . . . . .  
X(¢1) • w is defined and belongs to W TM- 1)(~n_ 1), and hence X(¢n). X(~ n_ 1)" 
. . . .  X(~ 0 • w is defined. Furthermore, modulo W("-1)(¢,), we have X(~)  • 
Y(~rt_ l)  . . . . .  Y (~ l ) -  w ~- Y - (~n)  • X(¢n_ l )  . . . . .  Y (¢ l ) .  w ~ Y - (¢ t / )  • 
Y- (~,_ l )  ... Y - (~ 0 • w as required. II 
DEFINITION. Let ~1 ..... ~n E C* with [~n[ < "'" < I lll. Set 
~'-(¢1 . . . . .  Cn) = E -  (¢n) E - (¢ ._  a)""  E - (¢1) Y(¢n) X(~n-1)"" Y(~l)" 
Note that by Proposition 6.3 applied to W= V, this acts as a well-defined 
operator from V to C(V). 
The method of proof of Proposition 5.8 gives: 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let ~1 ..... ~n C C* with I~,[ < "'" < [~1[. Then 
~'-(¢1 ..... ~.)~(2 C C(~¢2). 
We shall now show that modulo C-re(V) (for any m >/0), C(~)  is 
spanned by elements of the form ~-(~1 ..... ~,)v 0, where v o is a highest weight 
vector for V. Recall the s-filtration 0 = V[_I) _ V[o ] _~ W[x ] ci . . .  of Vand the 
induced filtration 0 = ~[-a]  _c 12[0 ] _~ l-2tl ] ~ ... o f~.  
LEMMA 6.5. Let m, i ~ Z, m >1 0, i > 0. Let ~1 ..... ~rn be distinct elements 
of C*. Then X_i  is congruent o a linear combination of X- (~l )  ..... X-(~m) , 
modulo c -m- l (~) .  
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Proof. Since X-(¢1) - Y~__~ ¢ftX_ t mod c-m-'([~), this is immediate 
from the nondegeneracy of the Vandermonde determinant det(¢f~)~a= x. II 
COROLLARY 6.6. Let v C C(V), m, i x ..... i r E g with m >/O, i I ..... i r > O, 
and ~ ~ C*. Then, modulo c-m-~(V),  X i rX_ i r _  1 . . .  X i 1 • I) is congruent to 
a linear combination of elements of the form X-  (~) . . . . .  X -  (~x) " v, where 
..... 4 ec, I ,1 > .. .  > I¢rl > Ill. 
Proof. As c-m-l(~,) • C(V) ~_ c -m- I (V) ,  Lemma 6.5 gives this result for 
r = 1. The result for general r is immediate by induction. II 
For tE  ?7, t~0 and (E  C*, define X~°(Q to be the span in C(V) of all 
the elements X-(~r) .  Z - ({r_ l )  . . . . .  X - ({O"  v o, where O<~ r<~ t, ~1 ..... 
~ ~ C* and [~x[ > "'" > [~r[ ~ [~[" 
LEMMA 6.7. Let m, t~Z,  m, t >~ O, and ~CC*.  Then Vine_s-  • V+ 
c - - x (v )  + 
Proof. Let v = ~i>0 v_j E V m. Then using Proposition 4.4, we see that 
each v_j is a linear combination of elements of the form B_ ju  . . .  B_ jX_ iv  . . .  
X h .v 0 with each i p , jq  > 0 and v ~ t. It is enough to show that any such 
element belongs to s - .  V+c-m- I (v )+x( t ) (~) .  Since this is obvious if 
u t> 1, it is sufficient o show that X i, ... X i, • vo E c-m-X(V)  +Xm(~) for 
v ~< t. But this is immediate from Corollary 6.6. II 
Let nEZ,  n~0 and .~EC*. Define Y(")(~) to be the span of all the 
elements ~r-(( 1 ..... ~r) v0, where 0 ~< r ~ n, ~1 ' " "  ~r ~ C * and ]~1 [ > [~2 [ > "'" > 
I rl >l l. 
PROPOSITION 6.8. Let ~C C*, m, t ~ ~, m, t >/0. Then Om= 
y~t) (~) mod C-m-  x (V). 
Proof. By Lemma 6.7, Proposition 6.3 (with W = Cv0) and induction on 
t, we obtain V m ~ s-  • V+ c -m- I (V)  + y(t)(~). Thus, "Qm ----- "Q ~ (s- • V+ 
c -m- l (g )  + y(t)(~)). Since y~t)(~)~ C(~2) (by Proposition 6.4), we have 
f2[t ] ___ (C(.Q)('3 ( s -  • g- 'k c -m- I (v ) ) )  + y(t)(~). But by Proposition 3.1, .Q 
8-  • g = (0), so ~lt] c2 c-m- I (v)  "Jr- r(t)(~). Conversely, using 
Proposition 6.3, we see easily that y~t) ( Q ~ c -m-  X (V ) + Ore" | 
For j  C Z, it is clear what we mean by the homogeneous component Aj of 
an operator A from V to C(V) (cf. Section 2). Each Aj lies in End(V). 
Let n G7/, n~0 and ~EC* .  Define Yt")(~)j to be the span of all the 
elements 
~'(~l ..... ~r)j UO = (~'(~1,'",  ~r)Vo)j ~ Vj, 
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where 0 ~< r ~< n, ~1 ..... ~, E C* and I¢,1 > ""  > I¢,1 >f 1¢1. Also define 
= ® 
jeZ 
Then f/~")(~) is a homogeneous subspace of V. Proposition 6.8 immediately 
implies the following statement: 
THEOREM 6.9. Let  ~ E C *, t E Z, t ~ O. Then 
12t,J = J"">(O. 
Denote by gr the subalgebra of End(V) generated by all the homogeneous 
components g-(~l ..... ~,)j, n )0 ,  ~ I , . . . ,~ ,EC* ,  ]~n l<""  <1~1, jET / .  By 
Proposition 6.4, g- preserves 12. 
PROPOSITION 6.10. g- acts i rreducibly on 12. In  part icu lar ,  g-v o = 12. 
Proof.  It follows from Proposition 6.8 or Theorem 6.9 that /2  = g'v 0. It 
is therefore sufficient to show that if v @ 12j, v 4: 0, and (E -  (¢) X(Q)t v = 0 
for all l > 0 (for some fixed ~ E C*),  then j = 0 (and so v E Cv0). Suppose 
that t > 0 is such that X m • v -- 0 for all m > t. (Such t exist, e.g., t = - j  + 1.) 
Then 0 ---- (E -  (~) X(~))  t v = ~tx  t • v, so X t • v =- O. Thus, X m • v -- 0 for all 
m > 0. As v @ 12, this shows that v is a highest weight vector, giving the 
result. I 
7. EXPLICIT REALIZATIONS OF THE TENSOR PRODUCTS 
OF FUNDAMENTAL MODULES 
Let V i (i = 0, 1) denote the standard ~-module with highest weight hi*. 
Recall (Proposition 2.2) that we may realize V o as C[x l ,xa ,x  5 .... ] where 
degree x i = - i  
Bt = 0xi ' i > 0, i odd 
B_z = 2xi, 
Z~I ,  
and 
iodd iodd 
607/45/1-4 
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for j C 7/ (the subscript on the right denoting homogeneous component of an 
operator). 
Then 
and 
1 (exp (i>~ ° 4 ' - ix '  ,tO---~-]] 
i odd  iodd 
1 
X(~)=- -~-exp  (i~> ° - -  
/odd 
4, 
i i>o ~x/  
i odd  
Similarly, we may realize V 1 as C[x l ,xa ,x  5 .... ], where 
and 
degree xi = - - i ,  
B i = c3xi ' 
B_  i = 2Xi, 
z=l ,  
i > 0, i odd 
X(~)=~-exp  ~- exp -- />~ o ~x/  " 
iodd /odd 
For k o, k 1 @ ~, k0, k 1 ~ 0, set V~ko,k, ) = V o ®.." ® Vo ® V1 ®""  ® V1, 
where there are k i factors of V i (i = 0, 1). Let k = k 0 + ka, and sg( j )=  1 if 
l <~j~k o, sg( j )=- I  i f k  0+l<~j<~k.  
Then we may realize V(k0,k, ) as C[xj,i] 1 <~ j <~ k; i > O, i odd] where 
degree xj,i = - i ,  
Bi= 
\~ / j -1  ~Xj,i 
i > 0, i odd 
k 
B_  i = 2 ~ xjd, 
j=l  
and 
X(~) -- 2 sg(j) exp . exp -- ~ . (7.1) 
j= l  • l i>o  
i odd i odd 
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Now if V is a standard module of highest weight koh* +k~h*, and if 
V(ko,kO is as above, then by [7(c), p. 106, Corollary], V -U(~) .  1, with 
highest weight vector 1. 
8. EXPONENTIAL FORM OF THE CONJECTURE, I 
Let V be the standard ~-module with highest weight koho* +klh~*. We 
wish to compute Z(I2tn~/J-2tn_x~ ). In view of Theorem 6.9, this is the same as 
Z(~n)(Q/~/(n-1)(~)) for any ~ C*. We will explicitly describe ~/~")(~) 
using the realization of V___ V~k0,k~ ) given in the last section. We shall need a 
general lemma. 
Let Y be the algebra C[yl ,  Y2 .... ] of polynomials in indeterminates y~, 
Y2 ..... which are assigned various strictly negative integral degrees, in such a 
way that only finitely many y:'s have a given degree. Then Y becomes a 
graded algebra whose homogeneous components are finite dimensional. The 
completion C(Y) of the graded vector space Y (see Section 5) may be iden- 
tified with the formal power series algebra I2= C[[y~, YE .... ]]. We shall use 
the formalism of Section 5. 
The notion of the jth homogeneous component A: (j  C 7:) of a linear 
operator A : Y ~ I > is clear, and A: E End Y. Define 
End:(Y) = {A C End Y[ Aj = 0 for all but finitely many j E 7/}. 
Then End e(Y) is a graded vector space (and subalgebra of End(Y)) which 
acts on Y in the sense of Section 5. 
Let a E 12=C(Y) be an element of the form a=~aiy  i, a possibly 
infinite sum with each a i E C. Let D E C(End/(Y)) be an element of the form 
D = ~ gt(9/~yi), a possibly infinite sum with each d i ~ C. (Observe that 
?/OYi is a homogeneous element of End:(Y) with (positive) degree equal to 
the negative of the degree of y.) Then exp a is a well-defined element of I7 
which we shall sometimes identify with the corresponding multiplication 
operator on 12. This multiplication operator may also be viewed as an 
element of C°(End:(Y)) which is everywhere defined as an operator on C(Y) 
(see Lemma 5.1). Moreover, exp D is a well-defined element of C(Endf(Y)). 
LEMMA 8.1. Let a, D be as above and suppose that D • a is defined, i.e., 
that ~ aid~ is an absolutely convergent series in C. Then (exp D) • (exp a) is 
defined (as an element of C(Y), in the sense of Section 5), and 
(exp D).  (exp a) = exp(D • a) exp a. 
(Here exp(D • a) is just the complex number eO'".) 
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Proof We first note that D .  (expa) is given by the formal sum 
(~ aidi)exp a (and hence is defined since each homogeneous component of 
this sum is absolutely convergent). Similarly, for each n>/O, (D"/n!). 
(expa) is given by the formal sum ((Y' aidi)n/n!)expa. Thus (expD). 
(exp a) is given by the formal sum 
(~o  (~a~d')~/n!)  expa' 
which converges absolutely in each degree and gives the desired answer, l 
This lemma will allow us to describe the spaces ~/(n)(~) using concrete 
exponential generating functions. Recall that 
r___ V(ko,k0 = C[Xj,~[ 1 ~ j ~< k; i > 0, i odd] 
with deg xja = -i .  
Let K N denote {1,...,k} t~ ..... "J. For ¢ ~K N, define sg(¢)= YIT=~ sg(¢(l)). 
For a fixed O E K s, u, v ~ {1 ..... n}, we say that u ~ v if ~(u) = ¢(v). 
For l<.j<~k, i>0 ,  i odd, define yj,t=4xj.t/i and zi. i=yj,  i-- 
(1/k)(Yl, i+"'+Yk,~)" Clearly {zja I I<~j<.k -1 ;  i>O, iodd} is an 
algebraically independent set, but Y~ff= 1z j, i = 0 for all i > O, i odd. 
LEMMA 8.2. 
for 1 <~ l <~ n. Then in the completion C(V(ko,kl))  , we  have 
E- (~n)  , . .  E - (~ l )Y (~n) . . .  Y(~l )  • 1 
= (-- ~ sg(O)exp 2 vlz~.), ~ 1~ 
(pEK N i>0  n>/u>v) 1 
i odd  u~v 
Let ~1 ..... ~n E C*, with 1~11 > [~2[ > "'" > [~,l" Set v t= ~7' 
( Pu--  l~vl 2 
Vu + Vv / 
Proof. Using (7.1) and Lemma 8.1, we have 
x(~. )  . . .  x (~, )  • 1 
k : exp i O 
i odd  iodd  
X sg(J1) exp - exp -- ~ ~1 • 1 
1 ' i>0  
/odd iodd  ( o) 
= 2 sg(O)exp 4~n'X*(n)'i exp -- ~ ~incOx~n),i "'" 
o~KN i i>0  
iodd  iodd  
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×exp (/~>o 4~-('x°°)'i, )exp (-- ,>o ~ ~il ~) -1  
i odd iodd 
: ( _+)n \  "- , ¢,~KN sg(¢) I~I exp (i>~O/:l ' 4~/txo")") 
iodd 
X 4(~./~)" ) IF[ exp -Z  - . 
n~u>v>l  i>0  l 
u~v iodd 
But for l ul< 1, we have 
--=--/z' 1 (log(1 +/J)--log(1--/z)), 
t>o i 2 
i odd 
for a suitable branch of the log function. Thus, we obtain 
iodd u~v 
(_~)" ( ; ) c~.-~ ~ 
iodd u~v 
Now 
{ -2¢/ i]  B_i ) E-(fft)=exp (L ' \  k, ] 
i odd 
iodd 
) = exp ~, --vtY/'i o 
=1 i>0 r~ 
/odd 
Thus, 
E- (~n)  " "  E- (~ l )  X(~n)  " "  X (~ l ) "  1 
/odd 
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X u>~I \v u+vo/  
sg(:) ]21 exp Z vtz~,,t),' \ vu + vv ] 
1=1 i>0 
i odd u ~v 
proving the lemma, l 
Now define 
by 
f~: C"--* C[[zjd I 1 <~j<~k-  1; i> O, iodd]] 
fn (P l  ..... Pn) = 
eeK N 
i sg(O ) exp ~ vtze, u),i 
i>O 
i odd 
x l-[ 0'. - "~)~ ]q  ("~ + ~'~)~ 
u># u># 
//~/3 U~'/3 
and for l E 77, let 
fn,t: Cn--, C[zj.il 1 ~ j <~ k -  1; i> 0, iodd] 
denote the lth homogeneous component function of fn. (Note that for 
l>0 ,  fnd=0. )  Now for ~ ..... ~,@C*, IL l> "" >l~nl, fn(Pl ..... Pn) 
equals E - (~n) . . .E - (~I )X(~, ) . . .X (~ 0 .  1 times the scalar factor 
( -2)  n YIu>v (Vu + vv) 2. Thus, by Theorem 6.9, for any v E C*, the span of 
{fm,t(Vl,'",vrn) lO<m<n;  vl ..... Pm ~ ~8 '  IPl[ <~ " ' '  <~ IFml ~'~ IPl} is "Ot,]d" 
It will be convenient o drop the condition Iv,I < . . .  < Ivml~<lvl.  This is 
possible because of the following result. 
LEMMA 8.3. Let g: C m "*  V~ r be a polynomial function with values in a 
vector space W. Let D ~_ C m be a subset containing a nonempty open set. 
Then 
span{ g(v, . . . . .  Vm) ] (v 1 ..... Fm) ~ C rn } 
= span{ g(v, ..... Vm) I (v, ..... Vm) C O}. 
Proof. Let Wl=span{g(v 1 ..... Vm) l(v 1 ..... Vm) ED }. Let o~ be the 
polynomial function with values in W/VV 1 induced by g. Then ~ vanishes on 
the set D, and hence is identically zero. Thus, {g(v i ..... V~n) l
(v~ ..... Vm) C C m } _____ W 1, giving the result. I 
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COROLLARY 8.4. Or,l, t = span{fm,t(v I ..... Vm)[0 ~< m ~< n; v 1 ..... l' m ~ C}.  
Now let S(fm) = span{f,n(Vl,..., Vm)[Vl,... , I'm E C} and S(n ) = Y~n= 0 S(fm). 
Then for any l E Z, S(fm) t= span{fm,l(i'l,..., I'm) I I'm, .... I'm ~ C} and St,)a = 
Y~n= 0 S(fm) t, where, as usual, Qt denotes the projection of a subspace Q on 
degree l. Our Conjecture 4.2 may now be restated in the following form. 
Conjecture 8.5. Let ko, k lEZ ,  O<<,ko<~kl, =ko+kl>/1 ;  n, IEZ,  
n,l>~O. Let S(,) be as above (defined for the module V(ko,k,)). Let 
C,,l(ko, kl) be defined as in Conjecture 4.2. Then 
dim(S~n),_t/S~,_ 1),-1) = C,d(ko, kl). 
In Section 11 we will verify this conjecture in the cases k0--0, 
k 1 = 1, 2, 3; k 0=k 1= 1. 
9. FULL SUBALGEBRAS OF ODD DEPTH 
Let L=®I~zL  t be a graded Lie algebra, and mE Z, m>0.  Define 
L(m) = @lez Llm. We call L(m) the full subalgebra of L of depth m. Define 
a new graded Lie algebra structure L[m] on L(m) by changing the grading 
on L(m) as follows: L[m]t= Ltm (I E Z). 
The following proposition relates ~ and ~ [k] for k E 2Z + 1, k > 0. 
PROPOSITION 9.1. Let k E 2Z + 1, k > O. Define 4: g -~ ~[k] by (Jk(Bj) = 
Bkj, j E 2Z + 1, Ok(Xj)=X~, j~  Z, and (~k(z)=kz. Then 4k is an 
isomorphism of graded Lie algebras. 
Proof Since ~k preserves both grading and products (see Section 2), this 
is clear. II 
Now h o -~ 1 ~z- -X  o and h 1 = ½z +X o. Thus, 
k 
and 
LEMMA 9.2. Let V 1 be the standard ~-module with highest weight h*, 
and let v o be a highest weight vector in V 1. Give W= U(~(k)).v o the 
structure of a ~-module, by 
xov=(~k(x) .v  for xC~,  yEW.  (9.1) 
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Then W is isomorphic to the standard ~-module with highest weight 
((k - 1)/2) h* + ((k + 1)/2) h*. 
Proof The module W is standard for ~, with highest weight vector v o, by 
[7(c), p. 106, Corollary]. To compute the highest weight, note that h o o v o = 
q)k(ho)" Vo = (((k + 1)/2)ho + ((k - 1)/2)hi) • Vo = (k -  1)/2, and similarly 
h i o V o = (k + 1)/2.  I 
Let V be the standard ~-module with highest weight ( (k -  1 ) /2 )h*  + 
((k + 1)/2) h*. 
LEMMA 9.3. For t ~ Z, t >1 O, 
x( &,](  v) )(q k) = z(a t , ] (w) ) (q ) .  
Proof In view of Lemma 9.2, V and W are isomorphic as (ungraded) ~- 
modules, and under this isomorphism, Vt corresponds to Wkt. I 
10. EXPONENTIAL FORM OF THE CONJECTURE. I I  
Let V be the standard ~-module with highest weight koh* + klh*, where 
kl = k0 + 1 >/1. Let k = k o + k I . In the previous section we have seen that 
we may view V as the submodule W of V 1 (=C[x l ,xa,x  5.... ]), where the 
action of ~ on W is given by (9.1), and where W has a grading different from 
that induced by Vi. Using this realization, we will explicitly describe 
f/(")(ff). We take the highest weight vector of V~ to be the element 1 
C[X i ,X3 , . - -  l- 
Let co be a primitive/cth root of 1. 
LEMMA 10.1. Let vEC(W) ,  ~,~C* ,  with ~k=~. Suppose that 
X(wt~) • v is defined (in C(V1)) for all l, 1 ~ l <~ k. Then X(~) o v is defined 
(in C(W)), and 
xg)  o v = T . v. 
l= l  
Proof Since each X(a;l~) • v is defined in C(V O, we have that, for each 
t E g, ~.j~zX(col~)j • vt_ j is absolutely convergent. Then the double sum 
~_.j~Z,i<l<.<kX(oJ~)j. Vt_J is absolutely convergent (for it is a finite sum of 
absolutely convergent series). But X(wl~)j= (o/) t ~/X i, and since co is a 
primitive kth root of 1, y~/k= i (O')J) l = 0 unless j C kZ, and Y~=, (wkm) t= k. 
Hence 
1 k 
T /=i= j~Z 
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k 
= Z ~kmXkm" Vt-km ~- Z ~mXkm "l)t-km 
m~E mE][ 
= 20k(~mx") 'V '  - * "  
m~Z 
m~Z 
Thus, X(( )o  v is defined in C(W) and has the desired value. (Note that if 
t ~ kZ, then the above sum is 0.) I 
LEMMA 10.2. Let ~1 ..... ~,EC*, with Choose v 1 ..... 
v, E C * such that VF k = ~tfor 1 <~ l <. n. Write Yi = 4xi/i for  i > O, i odd, and 
recall the notation KN f rom Section 8. Then the element 
E- (~n)  o o.. o E- (~I )  o X(~n ) o ,, .  o X(~I  ) o 1 
in C(W) equals 
1 ( ) (2k)" Z exp ~ Z (c°*U)vt)iY' 
oEK N l=]  i>0 
/odd 
i ~0 mod k 
(2)~(u)r u - -  (.0 ~(v)r v ~ 2 
n>~u~I>v>l ((DO(U)~ u +(DO(V)rv ]
in C(V1). 
Proof By Proposition 6.3 (applied to both W and V1) and Lemma 10.1, 
the element X(¢n) o ... o X(¢1) o 1 of C(W) is defined and equals 
1 -°(")v2'). x(co-*("- ' )  v2 21) k~- Z Y(o,) . . . . .  X ( ( .o -~(1)p l l  ) • 1, 
@ EK N 
each summand being defined in C(V1) since [vnll < ... <[v11[. Using 
Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 8.1, we obtain 
(2k)" ~' exp ~ 4(°J°~')v')ixi_ 
~EK N 1=1 i>0 l 
iodd 
n~u>v~ l i>0 
iodd 
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As in the proof of Lemma 8.2, this becomes 
1 ( ) 
(2k)" ~ exp ~ (w*(t 'vt)  ' y, 
(oEK N /=1 i>0  
iodd 
(.o 0 (u)l~ u _ O,)O(v)pv ~ 2 
ul~>v ((DO(u)l~u + O)¢(v)vv] " 
But since (as an operator on C(W)) 
(-2{[i~B_,) 
E- ({z )=exp (i~>0 \ ki ] 
iodd 
= exp 
= exp 
we obtain the desired result. 1 
Now 
Hence 
(,~>o \~]  (2xk')) 
/odd 
pki. 
/odd 
k-1  
[ j= l  
E - (~n)  o . . . .  E- (~I )  o X(~n)  . . . . .  X(~I) o 1 
= ~ exp 
I] ((°~°("'v.- '°°'v%) 
u>v 
S ~ (w~'%t) i y/) 
i>0  
i odd 
i ~0 mod k 
k -1  2 
j= l  
For any function g: C" --* C[[yi I i > 0, i odd, i g~ 0 mod k]] each of whose 
homogeneous component functions is a polynomial function, define g- by 
g-(v1 ..... v.) = 3 ~ g(~o~mv~ ..... a~")v.). 
~K u 
(Thus, g- is the sum of all the terms of g which have degree -=0 mod k in 
each vj.) 
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Define g,: C" ~ C[[yi 
g.(v~, .... v.) 
----- exp (t__~ 1 
and for l E 7/, let 
i>  0, /odd, i~g 0mod k]] by 
Z 
i>0 
/odd 
i ~0 (rood k) 
k-1 )2 
j= l  
g,,t: Cn ~ C[Y,' I i>  O, iodd, i~Omodk]  
denote the/th homogeneous component function of g,. 
By choosing the numbers v1 ..... vn in Lemma 10.2 to lie in a suitable (half- 
open) angular sector of C*, they are uniquely determined by ~1 ..... ft,, and as 
the ~g's range through the set I(~[ > "" > I~.1 >t Ill for a fixed ~E C*, the vi's 
range through a subset of (C*) ~ containing an open set. As the ~g's range 
through such a set, the corresponding g~(v 1 ..... v,,) differs from 
E-(~n) . . . .  o E-(~1) o X((n) ° "'" ° X(~I) o 1 by a nonzero scalar factor, 
and so for any l E 7/, Theorem 6.9 implies that .OtnLt (for V), which we 
identify with Ot,l.kt (for I4 0, is spanned by { g~,kt(vl ..... Vm)}, with 0 ~ m ~< n, 
and the v;'s range through the indicated set. Hence by Lemma 8.3, we obtain: 
COROLLARY 10.3. Let  V be a standard ffmodule with highest weight 
koho* + k lh*  1 where k o = kl - 1. Let k = k o + k I . Identify V with Wc_ V1 as 
above, so that 12[nl,t fo r  V is identified with $2lnl,kt for  W. Then 
O[nj,/= span{ gm,~t(v 1 ..... Vm)[0 <, m ~ n; v I ..... Vm E C}. 
Let S(g~)=span{gm(V ~ ..... Vm) lV 1 ..... vmCC} and Tt~)=~,=oS(g  ~.  
Then our Conjecture 4.3, in the special case k o = k~-  1, may be restated in 
the following form. 
Conjecture 10.4. Let k oET/, k o>/0, and k=2k o+1;  n, lCT/, n, l />0. 
Let T~n) be as above and C,,1(ko, k o + 1) be as in Conjecture 4.2. Then 
dim(T(n),_kt/T~n_l),_kt ) = C,,,t(k o, k o + 1). 
In Section 11 we will verify the special case of this conjecture for k 0 = 1, 
kx=2.  
11. PROOF OF THE CONJECTURE IN SOME CASES 
In this section, we will verify Conjecture 8.5 for k o = 0, k I = 1, 2, 3, and 
for k o = k 1 = 1, and Conjecture 10.4 for ko = 1, k l - -2 .  
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The case ko = 0, kl = 1 is trivial. For in this case, k = 1, so k - 1 = 0, and 
C[[zi,i[ l~<j~<k-1 ;  i>0 ,  iodd] ]=C.  Thus f , :C '~C.  Nowfo  is the 
constant 1 and so S(,) = C for all n. Then dim(St,),_t/S(,_~),_l) = 1 if n = 
I=  0 and =0 otherwise. This agrees with C,,t(ko, k O. 
Our results for the cases k o = 0, kx = 2, 3 and k 0 = kl = 1 will depend on 
the following lemma. 
Proof 
and 
LEMMA 11.1. Assume ko~k 1. Then, modulo S(._1), 
(a) f.(O, v2 ..... v.) - 0 (for n >~ 1), 
(b) f~(-v2,  v2, v3 ..... v.) - 0 (for n >~ 2), 
(c) (Sf./Svl)(-v2, v2, v3 ..... v.) - 0 (for n >~ 2). 
I f  ko = O, then 
(d) (Sfn/Svl)(O, v2 ..... Vn) =- 0 (for n >/1). 
I f  k = k o + k 1 = 2, then 
(e) f , ( -V l ,  v2,... , Vn) -= (--l)k°fn(Vl, V 2 ..... V,) (for n >/ 1). 
I f  k = 2 o r  3, then 
(f) f,(v2, v2, v, ..... Vn) = 0 (for n >~ 2). 
Furthermore, f  is a symmetric function of v~ ..... v,. 
For 0 ~KN,  write pn,o(Pl  ..... V,) = exp(Y',7_l Y~i>o.ioad vlzo(t)a) 
Thus, 
qn,o(vl ..... v,) = l~ (Vu -- vv) 2 ~ (Vu + Vv) 2" 
u)~ u>v 
u ~ v u ~l" t) 
fn(v, ..... vn) : ~_. sg(¢)Pn,o(Vl ..... Vn) qn,~(Vl ..... Vn). 
0 ~K N 
For 1 ~< j < n, define N( j )  = {j + 1,..., n } and ~(j) = ~ IN(j) ~ KN(J)" Note that 
p,,,(O, v 2 ..... v,) = p ,_  ,,o,,(v z ..... v,), (11.1) 
P.,o(--v2, v2 ..... v.) = p._2,o(2)(v3 ..... v.) if 1 .-~ 2, (11.2) 
0])1 0(1),i Pn,e~(Vl ..... Vn)' (1 1.3) 
/odd 
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qn, , (V l  ..... l~n) ]~ (Vu--V') 2 H (Vu+ 1) qn-,,*,,,(V2 ..... Vn), 
u>l  u>l  
u~l  u"~l 
q,,,(0, v 2 ..... v,) I~ v 2 = (u)  qn- l ,O( , ) (P2 ..... V,) ,  
u>l  
(11.4) 
(11.5) 
~qn,* (v 1 ..... Vn ) 
OVl 
=2 (-- ~ ( ] )u - -V l )  IF[ ( ISv - -P l )  2 H ( ] JV~-P l )  2 
.>1 v>l  V>I 
u~l  v~l  v ,/-' 1 
v~u 
+ 
u>l  v>l  v>l  
u'¢'l v~ l  v,kl 
vz~u 
(11.6) 
(1~ v + 1)1) 2)  qn- l ,O, , , (V2, . . . ,  l~n), 
Oq"'* (0, v 2 ..... v,) 
Or1 
= 2 Z ~. % + Z ~u H ~ q.-,,o.,(~ ..... ~°),  
u>l  u>l  v>l  
u~l  re ,  u~l  v4:u 
qn,,(--v2, v 2, v 3 ..... v,,) = 0 if 1 4, 2, 
qn, , ( - -V2 ,  V2, 1~3,..., l;n) 
(11.7) 
(11.8) 
=(2v=) 2 1~ (v2u--v~)=q,-2,,,2,(v3 ..... v,) if 1,'-'2, (11.9) 
u>2 
#qn,, (_v2 ' v2, v3 ..... v,,) = 0 
c0v 1 
if 14,2,  (11.10) 
c~qn, 
- -  (-v2, v 2, v 3,..., v,,) = 2 1--(2v2) ]~ (v2, - v~) 2 
u>2 
- Z (2~#(~.- ~)(~.- ~) 1~ (~-  ~)~ 
u>2 v>2 
,=1 v¢ ,  
+ .>2Z (2v2)2(v. + v=)(v~ - v~) ~>21~ ( v2 -- v~)= I 
u .k l v :/: u 
X qn_2,o~z)(V 3 ..... Pn) i f  1 ,-~ 2. 
(11.111 
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Now from (11.1) and (11.5), we have 
f . (o ,  v~ ..... v.) 
= Z sg((9)Pn-l,0m(V2 ..... Vn) 1~ (Fu) 2 qn-l,O,l,(F2 ..... Pn) 
(oEK N u>l  
k 
• qn-l,0.#2,...,V.))" 1--[ (Vu) 2 
! u>l  
=(go-k , )  [1 G)2L-1% ..... ~ . ) -o ,  
u>l  
proving (a). 
From (11.2), (11.8)and (11.9), we have 
fn ( - -P2 '  ~)2, ])3 ..... l~rt) 
=E sg(Ci)(2v2) 2 I ]  (v2u v2"2 ~v -- 2) Pn-2.0~2,[ 3 ..... Vn) 
u>2 0 EK N 
1~2 
• q,_z,o(:,(V3 ..... v,,) 
-: E Z sg(O{2))Pn-2,0,E,(V3 ..... Vn) qn-2,O~2,(V3 ..... Vn) 
O(l) = 1 ~(2)EK N(2) 
• (2P2)2 H (F2u- -p~)2  
u>2 
= k(2v2) 2 I ]  Cu - v~)2 f . -2 (v3  ..... v . )  - o, 
u>2 
proving (b). 
To establish (c), we use (11.2), (11.3) and (11.8)-(11.11) and the fact that 
Y~j zj, i = 0; we note that 0nly terms with 1 ,~ 2 contribute; and we perform 
inner sums over ~(1)= 1 ..... k. We have 
G - -  (--v2, v2, v3,..., Vn) 
k 
~ sg(~)p~_2,~(V 3 ..... V~) q~_2.,t2~(V3 ..... Vn) 
O(2)EK N(2) 0(1) ~ 1 
• 2 l - (2v2) u>21~[ (v2 -- v~)2 -- .>2 ~ (2v2)2(v" -- v2)(v2 -- v~) 
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~[ (vZ~- v~) 2 + ~,  (2VE)z(Vu + Vz)(vZ, - v~) [ I  (v2o- v~)2 I 
t~>2 u>2 1)>2 
v~=u u~l  v~=u 
2f,_2(v3,...,v,) l-k(2v2) 1~ z 2z = (Vu - v~) 
u>2 
- (%-  v~) - -  0 ,  + ~' (2v2)2((k 2) v,+kv2)(v2~ v~) ~[ 2 2 2 
u>2 v>2 
v:Cu 
proving (c). 
Now assume that k o = 0, so that sg(0)= ( -1)  k for all ~ E K N. Then by 
(11.1), (I1.3), (11.5) and (11.7), 
el. 
- -  (o ,  v~ ..... v.) 
c3v~ 
= ( - -1 )  k ~ Z0( I ) , l Pn - I ,O( , ) (P2" ' "  Pn) [ [  (Pu) 2 q,-,,o.,(v2,"-, v . )  
(aEK N u>l  
+ (-1) k ~' p,_ , , , ( , (v  2 ..... v,)(2) 
OEK N 
• - Z ~u [ [  ~2 + ~u [ I  ~ qo_,,o,,(~ ..... ~°) 
u>l  v>l  1 o>l  
u~l  v~=u u'~l v=/-u 
t = (--1) z0(1),1 ~ (u )  f . - , (v2  ..... v.) 0(1)=1 u>l 
+ ..... 
proving (d). 
Now suppose k=2.  Then for any ~GK N, there is a unique ~EK N 
satisfying 4(1) 4: ~(1), ~(j) = ~(j) for 2 ~ j ~< n. Clearly, sg(~) = (--1) k° sg(~). 
Now it is clear (as zl,  ~ + z2, ~ = 0) that pn,o(v I, v2,..., v,) = p, ,~( -v  1, v2 ..... v,), 
and also that q, , , (v l ,  v2 ..... v,) -- q , ,$ ( -v l ,  v2,..., v,). Thus, 
f (v  1 .... , v,) = ~ sg(O)p,,o(v 1, v 2 ..... v,) q,,~,(v 1, v2 ..... v,) 
0 EK N 
= (--1) ko ~-~ sg(~)pn,$(--v, ,  V2,..., Vn) qn,$(--Vl, V2 ..... Vn) 
$~K u 
= (--1)k° f,(--vl, v z ..... v,), 
proving (e). 
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Finally, qn,o(v2, 1;2, V 3,..., l~n) = 0 if 1 "~ 2. If 1 ff 2 and k = 2, 
then q,,~,(v2, v2, va ..... v,) = (2v2) 2 1--[, >2 (v2, - v~) 2 q,_:.~,~:,(va ..... v,) and 
p,,o(v:, v:, v3,..., v,) --- P,_z,~,~(v3,..., v ~) (recalling that Zl, i + z2. i = 0). Thus, 
for k - -  2, 
f~(v 2, v 2, v 3 v,) = 2(--1)kO(2v2) z IF[ ( v2 : 2 .... , - vO f , _~(v~, . . . ,  v , )  - o.  
u>2 
If 1 4, 2 and k = 3, define ~iE K Ntl) by 0(j) = #(j) for 2 < j~< n and ~(2) :~ 
~(1), ~(2). Then qn,e~(VE, vz,V 3 ..... Vn) ~- (2V2) z ~Iu>l (Vu+V2) 2 
qn_l,?~(--V2, V3 ..... Vn) and P,,o(v2, rE, v3,..., v,) = P,-1,$(--v2, v3 ..... vn). Note 
that I{~ E KN I ~'(1)4: ~,(2), q7 = ~}1 = 2, and that every element o fK  Nt~) is of 
the form ~ for some ~ C K N with ~(1) 4: ~(2). Also, sg(~) = - ( -1 )  k° sg(O). 
Then 
fn(l~2, 1~ 2, 1~3,..., l)n) 
= -(--1)*°(2)(2v2) 2 ~[ 
u>2 
(v. + v: ) : f . _~(-v~,  v~,..., v.) - O, 
proving (f). 
As fn is clearly symmetric (the summands in the definition of f ,  being 
permuted by a permutation of the variables), the lemma is proved. I 
Now writef,(v 1 ..... Vn) = Y]a~vaf~,,~ (Nq denoting {n E Y tn ~> 0}), where 
v ~ = v~ ~1) ... v~ ~") and f,,,~ E C[z~a I 1 ~ j~< k -  1; i > 0, iodd]. Let l a I = 
Y'~.=~ a(j). Note that f , ,~ has degree - la l  + n(n-  1) (recalling that degree 
zj, i = - i ) .  Clearly, S~,), t= span{fro. . I 0 <<, m <~ n, [a I = - l  + m(m - 1)}. Let 
A(n , l )= IaENNl la l=- - l+n(n - -1 ) ,  0 <~ a(1) ~ a(2) ~ ... ~< a(n)}. 
Since fm is symmetric, S~,)a = span{fro, ~I 0 ~ m <~ n, a E A(m, l)}. Order 
A (n, l) by the lexicographic ordering. 
Let B~0,2 ) = {a EA(n ,  l) la(1) 4: 0, a( j )  is even for all j and a( j  + 1) >/ 
a ( j )+4 for l<~j<~n-1} ,  B~, l )={a@A(n , l ) la ( j )  is odd for a l l j  and 
a( j+ l )>/a( j )+4 for l<~j<~n-1} ,  and B~0.3)={aCA(n, l ) la (1  )>  1, 
a ( j+ l ) />a( j )+4 for l<~j<~n-1} .  
LEMMA 11.2. Let (k o, kl) = (0, 2), (1, 1) or (0, 3). Then {f,,,~ + St,_l),t I 
a C B<ko,k0 } spans S(n),l/S(n_l),l. 
Proof. It is enough to show that if a E A (n, l) and a ~ B~k0,kl ), then fn,,~ 
is congruent mod S~,_ 1),t to a linear combination off , ,~ with/~ E A (n, l) and 
p<a.  
Now Lemmal l . l (a )  shows that f , , ,~ES¢,_ l ) , t  if a (1 )=0,  while 
Lemmal l . l (d )  gives the same result if k0=0,  a (1 )= l .  If k=2,  
Lemma 11.1 (e) (and the fact that f ,  is symmetric) shows that f , ,~ = 0 unless 
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a( j ) -k  o (mod2) for all j, l~ j~<n.  
1 <~ j~< n. Then Lemma ll . l(b,c) give 
and 
Define c i C ~/N by ci(j)= 6ij for 
j=a( i+  1) 
Z ot(i)+j ~ (11.12) (--1) fn,~+J(~-~i+,) S(n-1),l 
j= -a(i) 
j=a( i+  1) 
" "  1 ~a(i)+j ~" ES(n_I), I .  (11.13) (a(i) + j)(-- ) ,In,~+j(~-~+,) 
j= -a(i) 
Furthermore, since k = 2 or 3, Lemma 11.1 (f) gives 
j~a(i + 1) 
Z L,OI_Lj(s/__/~+I) G S(n__l),l. (11 .14)  
j= --a(i) 
Now i f j  < 0 or j>  a(i + 1) -- a(i), then for some permutation a of {1 ..... n} 
we have that (a + J(ei - ei+~)) ° a is in A(n, l) and is <a in the lexicographic 
ordering. Thus, modulo S(,_l),l and linear combinations off, ,~ with fl < a, 
(11.12)-(11.14) give 
o~(i+ 1)--~(i) 
Z oL(i)+j ~_ (11.15) (--1) fn,,*+j(~,-*,+~) O,
j=0 
a(i+ 1) --a(i) 
(a(i) + j)(--1 "'*")+jr , o ,--= 0, (11.16) ) J n,a +Jilt-- ~i+IP 
j=o 
and 
oz(i+ 1)-- oz(i) 
Z (11.17t 
j=0 
Now if a(i)=-a(i+ 1), (11.17) gives f . ,~0 .  If a(i)+ 1 =a( i+ 1), 
(11.17) gives 2 fn ,~0.  If a( i )+2=a( i+ l ) ,  then (11.15) gives 2 fn , . -  
f.,~+~i_~+ ~0 and (11.17) gives 2fn,~+f~,.+~_~.+ ~0.  As det (~- l )=  
44:0, this gives fn,.=~O. Finally, if a( i )+3=a( i+ l ) ,  (11.16) gives 
--3f.,~+f.,~+~_,;+--=0 and (11.17) gives 2fn,~+2f.,~+~_~+ 0 .  As 
det(-~ ~) = -84= 0, this gives f.,~ ~ 0. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. I 
COROLLARY 11.3. We have dim(S(,),_t/S(,_l>_l)<,C,,t(ko,kl) for 
l>~ 0 and (k o, kl)---(0, 2), (1, 1) or (0, 3). 
Proof It is sufficient o show that Cnd(k o, k l )= ]B(k0,~, ) I. For this, it is 
enough to note that the map a~a-2e  2 -4e  3 . . . . .  (2n -2)e  n is a 
bijection of B(ko,k, ) onto the set of partitions counted by Cnd(ko, k O. | 
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We will now prove the reversed inequality. Our proof of this depends on 
the following observations. Let ~[[zj,el 1 ~< j~< k; i > 0, /odd]] denote the 
Z-module consisting of all formal sums of products of the elements .u) "~j,i 
zJa/t!. (Recall that ~jz j ,~= 0.) Then 9-I[[zj,i I 1 <~j<.k; i> 0, /odd]] is an 
algebra over Z. If a, b lie in the maximal ideal of nonunits of 21[[zj,i]], we 
define a~n=at/t!C92[[zj, i]] for all tEZ ,  t>/0. Then (a+b)~n= 
~J=oa~J)b~t-J) and expa=~=oat J )  c 9.l[[zj,i]]. If F is any field let 
9.lv[[zj,i]]=9.l[[zj,i]]®F. (9.1[[zj,i] and 9.1F[[Zj, i] ] are divided power 
algebras. See [2] for a discussion of some properties of divided power 
algebras.) An important point which we shall use here is that if characteristic 
F= p, then zJ.P/k' ® 1 C 92p[[zj i]] (which we abbreviate z)~. k') is an indecom- 
posable element of 92F[[Zj,i] i in the sense that if zJS~;=ab with a, bC  
9.1F[[zj,i}], then either a or b is a unit. 
Now let k = 2. Then Zl, i = -z2, i, so zj, i = (--1) J z2, i. Then we may write 
f . (v ,  ..... 
= ~, sg(q) exp 
¢EK N 
= ~' sg(O)exp 
¢EK N 
Z p lZO( l ) ,  i 
i>0  u>v 
/odd u ~v u 4"v 
,>°">,,>',,,) 
i odd 
• 1~ ((--1) ~(~) v. -- (--1) ~(~3 Vv) 2. 
u>v 
Since --1 is a primitive 2nd root of 1, this shows that f.(v~ ..... v.) = (-2)"  • 
{sum of terms of ]-~7=1 exp(Y'i>o,ioda VlZ2,i) l--[~>~ (V. -- V~) 2 of degree =-k 0 
(rood 2_) in each vt}. 
Letf.(v~ ..... v.) denote the sum of terms of 
exp vlz2,i ~[ (v u -w)  2 
I= l  U>v 
i odd 
of degree -k  o (mod2) in eachv~. Then we have that Sty)= 
span{fm(Vl ..... vm) lO <~ m <~ n, Vl ..... Vm C C}. 
Now let f * (v  1 ..... vn) = f . (v 1 ..... v.) ® 1 @ 9.1F[[Zj,i]][[Vl, V2 ..... V.]] and 
= v ~f.,~, then similarly for f*,t, Clearly, if f.(Vl ..... v.) Y~,~ ' - 
_ =~uv ( f . , .® 1). Write f *~= f.,~ e 92~[[zj,i]] and f*(v,,. . , ,  v.) ~ - 
S(.),I, defined as span{f*,t(Vl .... ,Vm) I fn.~® 1. If F is infinite, then * 
O<~m<.n, vl ..... vmEF},  equals span{f*.~lO<~m<~n, a~A(m, l )} .  
Clearly, dimF(S~m,t/S~n_ l),t) <~ dimc(St.),t/S(.-1),/)" 
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Now suppose F is infinite and of characteristic 2. Then (v u -%)2= 
v 2 + v2v, so if 
rn(v 1 ..... vn) = exp v}z2, i (11.18) 
l= l  
i odd 
and if fn(v~ ..... vn) = the sum of the terms of degree = k o (mod 2) in each v l 
then, writing r*(v 1 ..... Vn) : rn(l)l ..... Pn) ® 1 = Y ~  v'~r*,,~, we have S*(n),t = 
span{r*,  I0 ~ m ~< n, a @ ~N , lal = - l} .  
Suppose k o = O. We wish to show that, modulo S* (n--I),/, {r*,,~ [a E ~x~N, 
[a I =- l ,  0 < a(1) < a(2) < ... < a(n), a( j )  even for 1 ~j~n} is linearly 
independent. Write a(i) = a'(i) a"(i), where a'(i)  is a power of 2 and a"(i) is 
odd. Then it is clear from (1 1.18) and the indecomposability of the z~2,} that 
the coefficient of -(~'")),(~,(2)) ,(a'(n)) in r*,~ is 1, and that the coef- ~2,o¢"(1)~2,ot"(2) " ' "  ~2,tr"(n)  
ficient of this element in r~*,~ is 0 for any fl C N N with 0 < fl(1) <//(2) < ... < 
fl(n) and fl # a. Thus, the set is linearly independent. 
For k 0 = 1 a similar argument, using z2,~,)ZE,~(z).., ZE,~(n) shows that, 
modulo S(n_,),t, {r*,~la~ N N, I~1=- / ,  a (1 )< ... <a(n) ,  a(j)  odd for 
1 ~<j~<n} is linearly independent. Thus, if k=2,  we have 
• . , dlmc(S(n),-l/S(n-1),-/) ~ dlm~(S~n),- l /S(,-1),-t) ~> Cn,t(ko, k l ) .  
Now wr i te f * (v  1 ..... vn) = f , (v  1 ..... vn) ® 1 C 92F[[Zj, i]][[Vl, V 2 ..... Vn] ] and 
let S* (n),t = span{f*,l(Vl ..... Vm) ] 0 ~ m <~ n, v 1 ..... v~ E F}. Again, let F be 
infinite of characteristic 2. Then 
f*(v~ ..... Vn)= ~ exp 2 v~z~(t,,~ H (vu+vv) 2. O~K N l=1 i>0 u>v ' 
iodd 
Since the last factor is independent of ~, we see that if 
r*(v 1,...,vn)= ~ exp ~ vtz~,,, i , 
d~K N /=1 i>0 
iodd 
and r*,t is the Ith homogeneous component, then S~n), t = span{r*,t(v 1 ..... Vm) I 
0 ~< m ~< n, Pl . . . . .  1) m C F}. Now let aj(v) = Zi>0, iodd  vizj,i ° Then 
~k (i~>o ) f i  r*(vl ..... %) = ~ exp vlzj, i = ~ exp(ai(vt) ).
l=1 j= l  1=1 j= l  
iodd 
Recall that a 1 + ... + a k = O. Then 
k 
~ exp(aj(v)) 
j= l  
= ~' (a,(v)~t'+ " .  + a~_,(vl(t)+ (a l (v )+ ... + ak_l(V)) ")) 
t>~0 
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= ~,  (a l (P )  (t) -+ . . .  @ ak_l(1,))(t)  
l>0 
+ Z ~1(1)) (t') a2(]))(t2) ' ' "  ak--l(l))(tk-') 
tl,,,..tk_l~O 
-- k + ~ a l (P )  (tl) a2(P) (t2) . . .  ak_ l (P )  (&-m). 
tl,...,t k 1>/o 
two tj> 0 
Now let k 0 = 0, k 1 = 3. For i C Z, i > 0, we may write i -= 2 i° • il, where i x 
= z Czt°) for j = 1, 2. Then we see that if t > 1, the coef- is odd. Define wjd j,i~ 
ficient of t v wl,tt/zlWz,v+t/21 in Y~k= 1 exp(aj(v)) is 1. 
Now if 1 <t l<~t2~ ... <~t, and t j>/ t j _ l+  2 for j=  2 ..... n, then [tj/2] > 
[tj_l/2 ] and [ t j+ 1/2] > [tj_ 1 + 1/2] for j=  2,..., n. Hence 
{Wl,[ti/2 ] W2,[tx+ 1/2] Wl,[tx/2l W2,[t2+ 1/21 " "" 
Wl,[tn/Z]Wz,[t,+ l/2] I 1 < t 1 ~ t 2 ~ .. .  ~ t., 
t j>/#_  1 + 2for  j=  2 ..... n} 
is a linearly independent set in 9/v[[zj,i]]. 
Now the coefficient of 
V~ 1 " ' "  p~nw I,[tl/2] W2,[tl + 1/21 "'" W l,[tn/2] W2,[tn + 1/2] 
in r*(vi ..... v.), where 0 < ul <~ "" 4~ u. ,  and t 1 ..... t. are as above, is 1 if 
(u I ..... u , )  = (t I ..... t , )  and is 0 if (u 1 ..... u, )  < (t 1 ..... t , )  in the lexicographic 
ordering. (For, as u 1>0,  we must have u l>/ [ t l /2 ]+[ t  1+1/2]=t1 ,  so 
ul -=- tl, and we proceed by induction.) 
But this shows that 
i * * dimc(S(n),_ i /S(n_a),_ l)  ~ d mF(S(n),_t /S(n_l) ,_ l )  ~ Cn 1(0, 3). 
Thus we have verified Conjecture 8.5 for k o = 0, kl -- 1, 2, 3 and for k o = 
k l= 1. 
PROPOSITION 11.4. We have dim(S(.) ,_ l /S(._ l) ,_ l )  = C.,l(ko, kO for  
l~/O and (ko, kl) = (0, 1), (0, 2), (0, 3) or (1.1). 
We now turn to Conjecture 10.4. Let k o = 1, k I = 2, so that k = 3. Recall 
that g~(v I ..... v,) = sum of all terms of degree of degree = 0 (rood 3) in each 
vj in 
. / .>~ ( 2 )2 
m 
\l=l i>0 j= l  
i---±1 (rood 6) 
We let S(g~) = span{ g~(vl,..., v , ) lv l  ..... v, E C t and T(,) =- ~,=0 S(g.,).  
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LEMMA 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
11.5. The fo l lowing congruences hold modulo T( . _ l ) :  
g:(O, v 2, v 3 ..... v . )  -- 0 ( fo r  n >/1),  
g: ( -v2 ,  v2, v3,..., %) - 0 ( for  n >/2),  
(vl 8g~,/~vl)(-v2, v2, Va ..... v,)  - 0 ( for  n >~ 2), and 
g~(v 2, v 2, v 3 ..... v,) - 0 ( for  n >/2).  
Furthermore, g~ is a symmetr ic function o f  vl ..... vn. 
6 Proof. Since g,(O, v2 ..... v,) = g,_l(V2 ..... v,) V[U>I l)U' (a)  is clear. A lso ,  
~(-~,  ~,  ~3 ..... ~.) 
= - f  (gn(--oo'v2, v2, v3 ,..., Vn)) = ~-  (gn(--v2, v 2, v 3 ..... v,))  ~ 
~.~ ) 32 3 32 4 v~ (1 coJ) 2 ~[ (v 3+v2) (vu . . . .  v2) g,_2(v3,..., v,)  =- O, 
3 =1 u>2 
proving (b). 
To prove (c), we define 
and 
so that 
Then 
(v~ ~Vl ] 
p~(v 1 ..... v . )  = exp vlY i 
i>0 
i------+1 (rood 6) 
hn(Vl ..... Vn) : u~>v (Vu-- Vv) (Vu + ~oJvv) , 
j= l  
g.(vl  ..... v . )=  p . (v ,  ..... v.) h.(v,  ..... v.). 
172' ]P3 .... ' ] )n) :  l)l 8])1 / 
t- = y ~, (-~o'v~, ~,  ~ ..... v,) l=l 
=T v~av l / ( -v2 ,  v~,v~ ..... v,) . 
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It will therefore be sufficient o show that 
~-ff~ ~ ) ~-.~, v2, 12~,..., v,) ) h , ( -v : ,  
~ 
122' 123 ' " "  l~n)) ~--- 0 
and 
Stt. ] ~ (~_~,v~,~ ..... ~( (~1~-~,~,~ ..... ~)) -o. 
The first of these is easy. Since 
h. ( -vz ,  vz, v 3 ..... v.) 
2 
: hn_z(V 3 ..... vn) (4 ~[ (1 -  oJ') 2) v 6 ~J (v 6 -v6)  2 
j= l  u>2 
and 
( ; )  vl (-v~, v~,..., v,) = ~ -lv~yi p,_~(v3 ..... Vn), 
i>0 
i=--+l (rood 6) 
it is immediate that 
~t (-~'~''~ ..... ~"~)~. '~  ..... ~.~t ~0 
(as in every term the exponent of 12  is ~0 (mod 3)). To prove the second 
congruence, note that 
v ~h~ 12 1 ~ ( 1 ..... Vn) = h ._2(v  3 ..... v . )  ~ qv(vl ..... v.),  
v>2 
where 
j= l  
j= l  
N~:U 
• ( - (vv  - v,)(vv + ~OVl)~(12~ + o~121) ~ 
+ w(vv - vl)2(12~ + £ovl)(12~ + ~2121)~ 
+ ~o2(v~ - vl)~(12~ + o~121)~(12~ + o.~212,)). 
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Therefore, as pn(-v2,  1~2, P3"'" Pn) = Pn--2(1/3'"" 1)n)' we have that 
~ 
. . . . .  . . . . .  
v>~2 
and it therefore suffices to show that for each v, ~Z~=lqv(--(Dlp2, 
('Oil)z, 1~3,'"' Pn) : qv(--P2' 1~2, V3 ..... l~n) -. We see by direct calculation that 
q2(-v2, Vz, v3,... , Vn) = q2(-P2, v2, v3,... , Vn)~ , giving the result for v = 2. If 
v > 2, we have 
qv(--I~2'P2'P3"'"Pn)=--P2 (u]-~>2 (1j6--1Y~) 2) (2P2)2(p2--(.OV2)2(V2-- (.021~2)  
ug-v 
• (v6~ - v6) (vo  - VE)(V ~ + covz)(v~ + co2v2)(2) 
• ( - (% - o~v~)(vv - ~o~v~) + ~(v~ + v~) 
• (v~ - ~:v~)  + ~o2(v~ + v:) (vo - r .v : ) ) .  
6 Dividing by a polynomial in the v t ,  we see that it is enough to check our 
condition for 
-VE(Vv - VE)(V~ + COVE)(V~ + cOEVE)(2)(--(v~ - cov2)(v~ -- co2v2) 
+ o~(v~ + v~)(vv - ~o~v~) + o~(v~ + v2)(v~ - o~vO). 
But this polynomial is homogeneous of total degree 6 in the two variables v v 
and v2. The condition therefore must be satisfied, completing the proof of 
(c) .  
To prove (d), we use the fact that 
= 5 ~ ~ ~"*"~ . . . . .  *~2~" v.~ On~.~ v2  ~ ~ v2  ~ 1~3 
t~KH,2! i>0 
$(1),0(2) i------+ 1(mod 6) 
+ (~,°~'v~)' + ~ + ... + ~'~)y,) 
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(Vu - v , )  2 (vu - o~°( ' )v~) : (v~ - o~°(~)v , )  ~ 
u>v>2 u>2 
(a~---a~77o90(1)) (2v~)2 . 
(It is sufficient to work on the open subset of the domain where the 
appropriate variables are distinct.) Define ~,: {2}-.K by ~,(2) v~¢(1), ¢;(2). 
Note that co°°)+ co°(2)=-co °~2) and that there are exactly two distinct 
C K 1~'2j corresponding to each ~,. Note also that 
(.020(2) 2(-O '~(1)+°(2) -I" CO 2° (D - -  3C0 ° (~)+°(2)  d0)0(2) (1)0(1) 2 = __ -- --3. 
~CO---~(~'~_ C00(1) 0920(2) 72090(1)+0(2)  + 0920(1) - -  030(1)+0(2 ) - -  
Thus we have 
£( ] )2 '  P2' F3"" '  I)n) 
=2(3)2[ ,~{2,  exp (~>~0 
i~+l(mod6) 
(v~ - v~)2 Cu + v3~) 2 
u>v>2 
(v~ + o)°(~)v~) 2 ] -  
- v21 (v. + v~12(-31(2~) 2 H (v~ ~o%2)2Cu-  32 3 
u>2 
= £ ~( -~,  v3 ..... ~.)(-8v~) ]q (~3 + v~12 __ o. 
u>2 
Since g~ is clearly symmetric, this completes the proof. | 
i i ) ((-o9°(2)v2) z + v3 + "" + v,)y~ 
COROLLARY 11.6. For l >/ O, dim(T(,)._3l/T{,,_l} _3t ) ~ Cn,t(1, 2). 
The proof is essentially the same as that of Corollary 11.3 (using 
Lemma 11.5 instead of Lemma 11.1). | 
To prove the reversed inequality, we again let F be a field of charac- 
teristic 2. Define 
gn*(Vl,..., Vn) = g;(lJ 1 ..... Vn) (~) 1 ~ 9.IF[[Yl, Y5, Y7 .... ]][[Vl ..... Pn]]" 
Then 
(e g,*(v, . . . . .  v , )=  xp E 
i>0 
i -=+l (mod 6) 
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Thus if 
.....  .,exp(t 
/=1  i>0 
i~5:1  (rood 6) 
and Rt~) = span{r~(v 1,..., Pm) I 0 ~ m ~ n, vl ..... v m E F}, then dimF(Rtn),3l / 
Rt,_l),3t) <~ dimc(T~,),3//T~,_l),3t). Write r~(vl,..., v,) = ~ v ~r.,~~ . We 
will show that, modulo R(,_~),3 ~, the set tr~,3,~l ]a I =- l ,  0 < a(1) ~< a(2) ~< 
• .. <~ a(n), a(i + 1) - a(i) >/2  for 1 ~< i ~< n - 1 } is linearly independent. 
Let 
o(  :oxp( 
i---+ 1 (mod 6) 
I f  i C Z, i > 0, i g~ 0 (rood 3), let i = 2 i° • i I where il is odd (and i~ ~ 0 
-= v9  ~°) Then (rood 3)). Define w t j~ . 
Z Wj z ", 
J l +J2 ÷ . . . .  J 
Observe that the coefficient of v3Jwt(aj_ ~)/21 wt~3J+2)/21 in a(v) is 1. Then if 0 < 
a(1)<~a(Z)<~...<~a(n), a ( i+ l ) -a ( i ) />2 for l<~i<~n-1 ,  and if 0< 
fl(1) ~<fl(2) ~< ... <,fl(n), then the coefficient of v3awt~3~l)_1)/21wtt3,~l)+2)/21 
• "" wt(3~,)-1)/21Wl(3,~,)+ 2)/21 in r~(v I ,..., Vn) is 1 if a = fl (by the above) and 0 
if fl < a (since fl(1) >/ [ (3a(1) -  1)/2] + [(3a(1) + 2)/2] = 3a(1), and we 
may proceed by induction). 
This proves our assertion about the independence of tr~,3~ ]lal---l, 0 < 
a(1) ~ ..- ~< a(n), a(i + 1) - a(i) >1 2 for 1 ~< i ~< n - 1 } and thus establishes: 
PROPOSITION I1.7. For l>/O, dim(T(n),_3l /Ttn_l) ,_3l  ) = C,,t(1, 2) (and 
hence (1.1) holds). 
Thus Conjecture 10.4 is verified for k 0 = 1, k~ = 2. 
Note added in proof This work has been announced in [13(a)]. We are grateful to D. 
Bressoud for informing us that the k 0 = k I identities that we conjectured in the preprint of the 
present paper (see also [13(a), p. 700]) already had been proved by him [3(a)]. New algebras 
are introduced and studied in [13(b, c)], enabling us to reformulate our "abstract" identity 
(Proposition 4.1), to prove Conjecture 4.2, and to give a new proof of Theorem 4.3. 
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